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Interview between Margaret O’Dwyer and
currently being
conducted through an MS Teams session. So, present in the room with me
currently is
and appearing via Ms Teams from Albury is
Margaret O’Dwyer. For the purpose of voice identification, I’ll ask each
person to state their names starting with you
.
.
Margaret O’Dwyer.
Margaret, have you given consent to have your voice recorded?
Yes, I have given consent for my voice to be recorded.
Thank you Margaret. And for the purpose of the time, it’s now 1:03pm on
March the 15th 2021, by my watch. Margaret, can you give me your full
name please.
Margaret Mary O’Dwyer.
Your current date of birth.
1959.
And your best contact mobile and email, please.
Ok, my work mobile is
3 148 and my work email is
Margaret.odwyer@
And Margaret just for transcribers O’Dwyer is spelt O-’D-W-Y-E-R.
That’s how you spell my name, but the email does not include the
apostrophe.
Ok.
Just to make it difficult.
Of course. Margaret just to confirm something I told you before the
interview commenced, do you agree that I advised you that is a voluntary
process?
Yes, I agree.
Do you agree that I advised you are under no obligation to take part?
Yes, I agree with that.
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Do you agree that I advised you this interview would form part of the
Commission evidence holdings?
Yes, I agree.
And it may be used for the Commission purposes including any civil or
criminal, civil or disciplinary proceeding that may result after the
Commission’s investigation?
Yes, I agree that you told me that, yes.
And do you agree that I told you that it may be released without further
advice to you?
Yes, I agree.
And do you agree that I told you that under the ICAC Act it is an offence
for a person to wilfully make a false or misleading statement to a
Commission Officer, so anything you need to tell us today has to be
truthful to the best of your knowledge and belief?
Yes, I agree.
Thank you Margaret. Can you give me your current position please?
I am the Deputy Director for reginal development in the Department of
Regional New South Wales, I specifically work in the areas of the
Riverina and the Murray.
And a bit of a background of your time in government.
I started in, at the end of 2005 and I started with Tourism New South
Wales at that stage, and I worked as a Regional Manager, I can’t actually
remember my actual position at that time but that was across the Murray,
the Snowy area of the South Coast. That position was done away with I
suppose you would say, and I moved into the Department of Industry,
where I took on a position as a Business Development Manager with
specialisation in tourism but with Regional Development. Subsequently I
moved into a position as the Regional Manager for the south west with the
Department of Industry. Subsequently we moved into the Department of
Premier and Cabinet. Then the Department of DPIE, Planning Industry and
Invest, I don’t know what the I-E stands for.
Environment, Industry and Environment.
And currently the Department of Regional New South Wales.
So, you are going back to the period of 2016 to 2017 your position was
then with the Department of Industry?
Department of Industry I was the Regional Manager for the south west,
and it was the Office of Regional Development at that time.
So, what did that role undertake? What was your job?
Yeah, it was working with businesses to help them grow and expand, and
that was either businesses coming into the regions, that may need
assistance, and it’s not, it’s more assistance to navigate the government
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structure. You know they may need to know about planning or EPA or
state training services, the skills. So, we are sort of the broker that helps
them navigate what may need to be done. We also were involved with
grants, the management of grants, not so much the allocation of grants but
the management. We would advise businesses of the type of grants that
maybe available and then if they were successful we would assist in the
management of the funding deeds just to make sure that the funding deeds
were being met or alternatively, if they weren’t being met to make sure
that a project was, it was notified to the grant’s management office.
And you’re based in Albury is that correct?
I’m based in Albury but we do have an office in Wagga, but I work right
across the region, so the region stretches right along the Murray and then
through, which is straight from Tumut to Wentworth and then up into the
Riverina as far north as west Wyalong and Cootamundra, Gundegai,
Temora, that sort of area.
Ok, the Clay Target Association, just what do you recall about their
application of funding and what happened basically?
Looking at the notes like I have, like the email stream, I was reminded but
I don’t remember it, that I did put in a comment when it went to the ERC
about its worth, and I just indicated at that time it was just, it would be
good for tourism. But I really didn’t know anything about it until just after
Christmas in 2017, I was contacted by Albury City Council who had seen
an article in the, I don’t know if it was in Albury Border Mail or the
Wagga newspaper or the Wagga Daily Adviser. That the Clay Target
Association had been awarded funding and they were, they asked me,
Albury City Council asked me under what program had it received funding
and had we provided the Clay Target Association funding to undertake a
business plan. Now that was the first, I knew about it. I wasn’t aware of it
as a project really, I had forgotten, and I still can’t remember putting in the
information to the ERC, it would’ve just been a line. And so that just
started the process initially I went to Jane Spring who was the Executive
Director of the department at that time, saying you know did she know
anything about this, could she make some contacts to me, it looked like
something that would come out of the Office of Sport rather than us,
because we had nothing to do with sport. To me it was a, you know a
sporting venture, more so than an economic venture or maybe a tourism
but that would sort of be a bit of a stretch. And that so of started it so there
were some conversations with the Office of Sport. They identified that
they had funded the Clay Target Association to put forward a business
case, which I think it was, but I’m not 100 percent sure, that may have
been considered by the ERC with regards to the funding, the amount of
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and I’m not sure who I’m presuming it was the New South Wales
Government Investment or the Department of Industry Investment
Appraisal Unit said that the funding deed needed to be strengthened, that it
didn’t address some issues or it may have been Infrastructure New South
Wales, because Infrastructure New South Wales were involved in any
funding deeds, that had to do with infrastructure, and I’m presuming that
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I met with the Clay Target Association with Tony Turner to talk about this
and to, with the GHD who were the company that did the initial business
case. And the Investment Appraisal Unit provided that advice as to what
needed to be included, how it could come more robust. There was a lot of
backwards and forwards about how much it would cost where the money
would come from and it, yeah so I was involved more in that negotiation
as opposed to the actual crafting of the new business case that I think that
was done particularly, it was between the Investment Appraisal Unit and
GHD themselves.
Going back sort of where you started with this.
Yep.
You mentioned that you provided some input into the initial ERC
submission about tourism.
Yep.
Do you remember who you asked?
No, look we get requests from E-cabinet to, you know what’s the, can you
provide any advice and it’s generally quite limited as to what you can
provide, so it would’ve been - and it is you know, if you get a high
standard facility, a sporting facility like that’s specialised, like it is quite
specialised being Clay Target it would, and they indicated that they were
going to be able to host national events. I didn’t know anything, I don’t
know anything, I still don’t know anything about clay targets. Just being
able to host a national event would mean that you would increase the
number of tourists. Now it’s not like they’re competing against another
Clay Target Association within Wagga so it would be increasing the
tourism numbers. It would be new tourists coming to area particularly if
it’s a national event or even an international event, so that was what that
would be based on.
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All right so moving forward then this is shortly after, shortly in the
beginning of 2017, you were contacted by Albury Council?
Yep.
So then what – go ahead.
No, go ahead you ask your question.
I was going to ask you what were they asking and who contacted you and
what were their concerns?
It was lady called Tracy Squire, she was the Economic Development
Manager at that stage, I think she is a Deputy CEO now. And there is a
little bit of rivalry between Wagga and Albury always, so she was just
wondering under what program they were funded, because that’s quite
often the case, you know did Albury miss out on something that they
could’ve applied for, it’s that type of a question. But also, she was
wondering whether the New South Wales government had funded the
business case for the application.
Ah-hmm.
Now I knew that we hadn’t, as in sorry I knew that the Department of
Industry hadn’t because that would have come across my desk at some
stage I would of thought. And I’d, like I said I didn’t know anything about
this proposal. I can’t look, and I honestly cannot remember if at that time I
even could remember that I put in something to E-cabinet about the
proposal before it was going to ERC. So, it was more that sort of where
did the, under what program was this project funded, and I really, I just
thought it must have been a sporting project I, you know we didn’t have
anything at that time, that would’ve fitted that, that type of a project. And
I’m unsure whether at that time I knew about a program that was coming
out, called the Regional Growth Environment and Tourism Fund, and I
can’t remember what the criteria for that program was at that time,
whether you know the clay target would’ve fitted in with that as well I
kind, yeah - no I can’t remember.
So, just dealing with this, lets deal with what you think is a tourism aspect
and you may have commented on the ERC.
Yep.
And I know you don’t have a great recollection of what you said - at that
point in time what did you understand that proposal to be do you
remember?
I think that it was just a clubhouse, and the ability to you know host more
people, so it was sort of, it was yeah just increasing the amenity of the
clubhouse.
Did and then once you had been contacted by Albury Council, did you
understand the change?
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Well, I didn’t realise that the quantum funding was 5.5 million, that was
the first time I had seen that.
Ah-hmm.
And I think that I, and all I knew was from the media reports that it was
going, look I can’t remember if it was going to be a clubhouse, it was
reported as a clubhouse, or it was reported as a convention centre, I really
can’t remember.
So, within the Riverina area is there a deficiency in conference facilities?
Look regions will always say that, it’s a bit of a chicken and an egg thing.
There are conference centres, like if you look at say Charles Sturt
University, it has a conference area, there’s theatre space in Wagga. So,
there is, there are facilities and I don’t I – there are facilities but whether
they are all incum[sic] like all inclusive, that includes you know a large bar
space, a large seated area that can be, you know like can be a restaurant or
a theatre or whatever. So, I’m, I’m really not a hundred percent sure what
the whole of the facilities are like within Wagga. It’s also the opportunity
to be able to get people to a region. Now, coming to a place like Wagga, it
has good air services, it’s a on a major highway, so you know the access to
Wagga is pretty good, so it would lend itself to being a conference centre
as such.
Would it be fair to say that there would be other regional centres as well,
that would be capable or willing to have a conference centre?
Yes, that’s right it always, it’s very competitive, very competitive.
And at that point in time, you mentioned a quantum of 5.5 million dollars,
was that a significant grant to a regional area?
For something, yes-ish, I mean it depends what it’s for, you know we have
other infrastructure bills like the Wagga Bowmen[sic] Special Activation
Precinct, the rail trail up at Tumbarumba, so it just depends what it is. I
was just, I was probably - my major concern was where was the money
coming from, that was initially what it was, because I sort of thought well
we haven’t - I haven’t seen any application, it has to be coming from sport,
but I wasn’t aware of any sporting grants that had been out there, but that’s
not to say that I was aware of everything. Sporting is specialised and they
may have had something that they were doing for I don’t know the big
sporting clubs or something like that.
Now this is going to sound very Sydney centric I have to apologise.
Yep.
You’ve spoken about conference facilities and conference centres; would
it be the case that a regional – even a major regional area that the need for
conference facilities would more likely be from within the state? So, a
number of regional people may come to a regional centre to have a
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conference more so then say, without any disrespect at all, an international
conference fly in to go to Wagga.
Yeah, look that is true, I think. Purely because it’s more, you know it’s a
two hop like if you’re just going into Sydney from Singapore, it’s just one
hope to get to Sydney, whereas to come out to Wagga its two hops. So
yeah, it is easier, but you’ve got to understand something like a big
sporting event, like the Clay Target National Sporting event, for an
International one, it would bring people in from overseas because it’s a
specific skill that they are coming for. So yes, I can understand that, but
you wouldn’t, I’m presuming you’d only have one international event per
annum, you wouldn’t have lots of them for clay targets. But yep, for
international events you know somewhere like Wagga would be
competing against Sydney for instance and unless they had a particular
specialty which is you know clay target shooting, there wouldn’t, you
know they’d be competing against Sydney, and Melbourne and Adelaide
and wherever, so it would be more difficult yeah, definitely.
And the, with the centre and what’s currently available at say Albury or
Canberra which is reasonably close to Wagga?
Look I can’t talk to Canberra.
Sure.
I’m not familiar with Canberra very well. Albury has a, what they call the
QE2 centre, so it has you know large seating, event seating. I couldn’t tell
you what the numbers of seating is though. And I don’t know, I don’t
know enough about conferences to know what the sweet spot is, for the
number of people that come to the conference, you know I really, I really
can’t tell you that, so there may be some issues with regard to the size of
the conferences as well.
So, you mentioned before that the Clay Target Association is holding the,
either national or international championships.
Yep.
Was it your understanding that this centre was required to be built to host
those championships?
I thought, and this is only, I’m just going , you know I’m just thinking
back, I don’t know a hundred percent, but I thought it was, I thought it was
upgrading what they already had - their clubhouse. That was what I
though the initial application must’ve been for, I didn’t and look honestly,
I didn’t know anything about the Clay Target Association, I didn’t know
what the size of their clubhouse was at that time, and I didn’t know what,
you know I didn’t know if it was going to be renovations, putting in more
toilet facilities, making it more accessible. Perhaps putting in a new range
for the Clay Target Association, I wasn’t sure what the whole project was.
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Ok, have you subsequently been to the facility?
Yes, I have, yes.
How would you describe it?
Huge, very big. Yeah it’s very big, it’s very, I mean it’s very, it is a good
conference centre in that you know the, the space is able to be changed
around, in that it, like I said it can be, it could host a wedding, or it could
host a forum. You know it’s, it’s got that ability to change things around,
as to what the facilities can provide.
Ok, and (unintelligible) given a wedding I assume would only be locals
who would use it as a wedding venue.
I think so.
You are not going to fly from Brisbane to go to Wagga for a wedding I
would assume.
You would think so, you would think so yeah.
Even when I ask you to, what you recalled you said (unintelligible) a quote
where you were assisting at some level with an improved business case, is
that a fair way to put it?
And…
And, and that you sort of, we got to the point where you assisted with that
and then you stopped, did something, did you have any involvement after
that fact?
No, so initially I couldn’t work out who had paid for the business case,
because that - whoever had paid for that initial business case meant that
was the person that owned it. So, I had a lot of trouble working that out,
and it turned out that it was the Office of Sport that had paid for that initial
business case, they had paid for that, so, they I’m presuming - agreed for it
to be updated. Our secretary, the secretary of the department – I think he
was the secretary, anyway Gary Barnes he may have been the Deputy
Secretary, he said that Department of Industry would pay for an updated
business case. And then the Investment Appraisal Unit indicated what was
required to make it more robust, you know to provide the information that
they required to be able to do a cost benefit analysis on the information.
Is that supplied to you?
No, it would be supplied, the business case was going to go back to the
Investment Appraisal Unit.
So Ok, sorry.
- I’m sorry, probably a poor question. Was that feedback from the
Investment Appraisal Unit given to you to pass on to GHD or?
Yeah, this is where it came from it sort of started to mesh a little bit.
Initially it came to me but then the Investment Appraisal Unit began to talk
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directly with GHD and so all I was involved in was ensuring that GHD
got, well there was a decision made, GHD provided a number of different
levels of cost, associated with you know if we did this it will cost this and
whatever, so I think they gave three or four different levels of you know if
we do this work it will cost that. The Investment Appraisal Unit I think it
was made the decision as to which level they wanted at, like the
information that they required and they provided GHD, but I did see as
well what the additional requirements were, for that business case. Then I
was sort of out of the loop as such, but we just made sure that GHD were
paid, you know that the invoicing was right, and it went to the right
accounts, and all those sorts of things. But I did see the final business case
and yeah.
Did you see the initial business case as well?
I did but only after, like as this was progressing. I didn’t see it beforehand
at all.
And did you see the initial appraisal from the Investment Appraisal Unit?
No, this is the one that went to the ERC. I’m presuming that’s (inaudible).
No, no, so, by way of background the, there’s a document which I will
probably show you shortly, it’s called the initial business case from GHD.
Yes, I did see that, but I saw that after Christmas, like as this was all going
on and I was trying to work out who owned the business case.
So, that document went to the ERC?
(No audible reply-nods her head in the affirmative).
Subsequently to that Mr Stuart Webster from the Investment Appraisal
Unit I think his name was within Industry or DPC, I can’t keep up with the
(unintelligible) changes unfortunately, who was where when.
Neither can we.
He looked at the proposal and came to a view about the, the cost benefit
analysis for that but I will get into that down the track.
Yep.
Subsequently the second business case was funded.
(No audible reply-nods her head in the affirmative).
And then there was another appraisal by the Business Appraisal unit,
Investment Appraisal Unit which come to a result.
Yep.
So (unintelligible) that so actually my understanding of what you’ve told
me so far is that once this GHD were engaged a second time, your role was
to ensure that they got paid and the paperwork was done, that was it.
That’s right, yeah. And the intention was that Infrastructure New South
Wales would look after any of the contracting, so we were really just at
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that sort of initial level, we weren’t even going to be involved once the
decision was made.
Just in 2017, do you recall who the Minister was?
The Minister for Sport or?
Your Minister?
No, Barilaro, I’m sorry I really don’t know.
So, our understanding was that it was the Deputy Premier.
Ok.
Mr Barilaro.
Yep.
And I’m not certain how the Department of Industry actually reported to
that Minister, whether it was a split reporting function, you reported to
someone else or you reported to Mr Barilaro in total, or how it actually
worked.
Yeah, look I can’t remember, I really can’t remember, I’m further down
the tree than having to worry about ministers a lot of the time.
I wish I could say that same. Margaret, there is a bundle of documents that
I have sent you and when you look at them, you can have a look at them
now. You can see in the top left-hand corner, they are marked doc one, doc
two, so on and so forth
Yep.
So, doc one is the email chain between yourself and actually yourself and
Jane Spring, you’ve mentioned that before. And it sort of shows up the
email chain - Jane forwards it to Mary Jenkins who then sends it on to
Michael Toohey at the Office of Sport.
Yeah.
I think we’ve sufficiently covered that one to not have to deal with it
again. If you go to document two though.
Yeah.
(Unintelligible) next.
Yeah.
And this is an email.
Yep.
The last email Chris Hanger to yourself and Jane Spring Yes.
- dated the 10th of January 2017 at 5.10pm.
Yep.
Now, I’m interested in your email to, which is about halfway down the
page.
Yep.
Which is 10 January at 12.24am.
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Yep.
Which is quite early in the morning I might add, were you working at half
past twelve.
(Unintelligible).
So, it appears you’ve had a call with Michael Toohey from the Office of
Sport, do you recall doing that?
Not really, but I mean I, you know my, I wouldn’t consider that what I put
in the email to be incorrect.
And you said, the line that I’m interested in is “the government is
“interested” in inverted commas.
Yep.
In front of the project that the bureaucracy does not support the project.
Yep.
What can you tell me about that?
Look I – I would say that that is sort of a verbatim quote. So, and Michael
Toohey, I can’t remember what his position would be, but I would say that
he may have been a more senior person than me. So, I think elsewhere
I’ve said that, for Jane Spring to talk to him, because she may have been
able to get more information out of him, that sounds dreadful. He may
have been more open with Jane than he was to me.
Right, do you have any recollection of the conversation at all?
No, no.
Ok. You’ll see the email mentions the regional growth environment and
tourist fund.
Yep.
Can you tell me what that actually is? What is it about and?
Yeah, do you mind if I look at a, because I can bring it up now.
That’s fine.
It’s still sort of half operational, if that’s alright if I can just bring it up.
Yep.
So, ok it was a $300 million program to increase tourism and visitation to
regional New South Wales, as part of the Regional Growth Fund. So the
only, yeah it’s I suppose, the majority of projects that I saw, and just in our
region that went into this fund or were successful with this fund were local
government based as opposed to sporting facilities, sporting places like the
clay target but I can’t say that that’s across the whole of the state.
Sure.
So yeah, so it had various rounds, I know there was an indigenous cultural
tourism one. There was something that was also a focus on the far west,
but this I think when it was, this was just when it was being launched, I
have had a look at some of my emails and later on they were talking about
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the business case could be an expression of interest for the first round of
the Regional Growth Environment and Tourism Fund.
So, was there a particular criterion to access that fund?
There would’ve been, I can’t see that they are still online though.
Ok I mean we can obtain that from the department.
Yep.
If we need to.
Yes.
And was it a fund that your department administered?
It is, it is, now what that would’ve meant though when we say administer,
we would’ve assisted the applicants with their application, that’s my
office. It’s a bit of an art making an application for a government grant at
times, so it’s just to make sure that it lines up with the local strategies,
whether that’s a sport strategy or an economic development strategy, or a
road strategy, you know all those strategic requirements that a government
requires. But it’s also you know just to ensure that they answer the
questions, it’s quite often that within a grant application the applicants
don’t actually answer the questions so you know, that’s always something
that we are try and steer the applicants towards. We don’t actually write
the applications for them we never do that. But we just try and critique it a
little bit, but then it’s outside our control, it goes off for assessment and we
really don’t see anything until the actual announcements are made as to
who has been successful.
Ok, with this fund you say it’s not operational is it?
I think it’s in hiatus at the moment. The Regional Growth Fund, there was
a number of streams to the Regional Growth Fund, there was stronger
country communities, there was growing local economics, there was
resources for regions so there was a lot of different allocations to various
different streams I suppose. There was a sporting fund there was a cultural
fund, so yeah there were lots of different funds, many of them have
completed, and we are sort of waiting to see what is next. And we don’t,
we don’t know that necessarily we get told you know this is opening next
month or whatever, so it’s not necessarily that we know what’s, what’s
going to happen next.
So, under that fund in total that the (unintelligible) run, has Wagga been
the beneficiary of any other grants?
Oh yeah, Special Activation Precinct at Bowmen, that has received some
funding, there was a couple of, and I’d have to go and have a look at our
funds but there’s a, I know that the
got some funding.
There’s been, the stronger country communities fund has been, there’s
been lots and lots of little projects you know it could be a walking track or
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upgrading of toilets, there has been a bike track at Wagga, the
, the conservatorium of music of course, there –
you know there’s lots and lots of small ones. We do put out a report, I’m
just trying to think what they call it, a report regularly to the local
member’s as to what’s been funded in their electorate, so yeah so that
would be available.
And just the two major ones I think you have said were the Bowman and
(unintelligible) Roads project.
Yep.
Which I understand it includes both a number of bridge upgrades and
major road work and some rail work as well, is that correct?
Yes, yes there is a number of things because the Special Activation
Precinct there is a lot of enabling infrastructure to bring that up to a state
significant industrial estate you know and I can’t remember all of them but
you know it does include roads, it includes you know gas connections,
NBN, all sorts of things like that, so it’s actually the enabling
infrastructure that will allow business to expand, it’s quite a well-placed
industrial estate and there is a lot of big businesses in there that have the
potential to expand further, and to become the centre for their Australian
operations so to be able to offer them those types of infrastructure is really
worthwhile.
Now how does that relate to intermodal at Leeton?
There’s, there’s lots of intermodals.
More (unintelligible).
There’s, there’s a -.
Warrumbungle. Warrumbungle?
Yeah, Wombugal[sic]. Wombugal.
Wombugal.
Yeah look the Wombugal one is different in that that currently the Griffith
the intermodal is in the centre of Griffith, in the centre of Griffith. So, it’s
actually, you’ve got big trucks running through the middle of town, you’ve
got trains you know running through the middle of town, so the idea is to
relocate that out to Wombugal so it’s very different. Now the Wombugal
site also is privately owned, whereas the Wagga site is owned by local
government, so it does make a difference for when the government is
investing because if the government invests at Wombugal, you know is
that giving the owner a win full gain.
I did digress there I’m sorry, with the clay target Yep.
- you indicated that at some point in time the Secretary or the Deputy
Secretary indicated that you were going to fund another business case?
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Yep.
So, tell us how that came about?
It was just an email from Garry Barnes, I don’t know if it came via Chris
Hanger or, so Gary Barnes advised that Department of Industry will fund
an update to the original GHD plan.
Was that something that was usual for your department to do?
It can happen it depends on the capacity of the local government or
whatever, we did - when the Growing Local Economies project started, it
was about infrastructure. It was like what happened with the Special
Activation Precinct, but there was a lot of small applicants like for instance
the Maud[sic] bridge or the Wentworth Airport, or you know those sorts of
projects and sometimes there wasn’t the capacity to undertake a business
plan in sufficient time to meet the timeline. So, we did actually have a
small pot of money allocated to each region to assist local government
with business plans. Now in general it was, it had to be matched funding it
wasn’t just here’s some money, you know go and get us a business plan.
So and you’d, and similarly like the Australian Clay Target Association
had already had a business plan done though I suppose it was done by the
Office of Sport, I don’t know if they put in any money for that original one
or not but it was generally from that funding.
But is though, it’s in essence the government has funded the entire
proposal for an application to give them more money.
Yeah.
So, when you were saying that you mentioned local government you know
equal funding this didn’t meet any of that criteria.
That’s right.
So, in your experience has there been similar funding to other private
organisations along this line?
I can’t think of any off the top of my head. But that’s not to say that it
hasn’t happened it’s just I can’t think of any.
Sure, I’m just asking for your recollection that’s all.
Yep.
So, you believe that email was either something that came from Gary
Barnes direct or it came via Chris Hanger.
I would say so. Just if you hold on two seconds, I might be able to - no
look sorry I do know that I, I thought that that sort of email had been
forwarded on to you guys, but I’m sure that I saw within an email chain
that it was agreed that the Department of Industry would pay, would fund
the update to the original GHD plan.
Do you recall talking to anyone about that and saying why or just a matter
of accepted, we’re going to do it?
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No I didn’t [witness reads from a document] – um I, I think the email just
came through to me saying that the Department of Industry would, oh here
we go wait on I think I might be able to find it, I think it was just in an
email chain, no sorry I can’t, I do know, I’ve got it in my notes, but I just
can’t work out where I picked it up.
I’ll go through the material again that’s been provided to us by your
department and see if I can find it, if I can’t, I will have to get back to you.
Yes, Gary Barnes has advised we, Office of Regional Development, will
fund the update to the GHD plan.
So, at that point in time were you part of Department of Premier and
Cabinet?
No, we were the Department of Industry.
Industry.
I can’t remember when we moved to, maybe in mid-year that we moved to
Department of Premier and Cabinet. We move every eighteen months.
Just to keep you on your toes.
That’s right.
With the proposal so you’ve indicated you’ve received an email from Gary
Barnes perhaps via Chris Hanger, we’re not certain, and that after that,
what happened after that? What did you do, what was the first thing you
recall doing?
It was to try and get a decision as to how much the updated business case
would cost, so that was, and this is when it started to become between the
Investment Appraisal Unit and GHD themselves. I provided the
Investment Appraisal Unit with GHD’s costing structure, you know we
can do this for this and this and this, I think there was about three or four
options. And then we, so on the 14th of February GHD advised they were
working directly with Alex Acepyan [sic] and they provided four quotes
on the 23rd of February and then on the 2nd of March the option was
confirmed which one they wanted, and then after that I really didn’t have
much, I - you know we accepted the quote. And I reiterated to GHD what
the Investment Appraisal Unit required for the new business case to cover
off on and after that I think it just was, I presume it was just between GHD
and the Investment Appraisal Unit.
When you say, and I put in in the general term, when you’ve funded
something like this previously for say a local government organisation and
you said you advised what the proposal has to come in a submission to go
to get a draft.
Yep.
What do you mean by that? Are you talking in general terms as in, it’s got
to cover you know the number of tourists or?
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Yeah, that’s right. With this one they requested the expected number of
attendees at each event, each shooting event and business event. The
expected frequency of those events, you know how many per year. The
expected breakdown of attendees so that’s, you know locals, interstate,
international, that type of stuff. Because when you are doing the economic
analysis different cohorts spend differently or expected to spend types of
money and other uses for the facilities, so that was to be covered off in the
second business case.
So, you tell them in broad terms what they have to cover.
Yep.
But you don’t you don’t tell them specifically what to include?
No, no, because that would be, well to me that would be telling them what
you want to hear, if that makes sense.
I suppose the whole idea of this business case, it was an independent view
of what the potential for something like this could be.
Yeah, that’s right, I mean we’re not, yeah we don’t tell them that you
know you have to have a hundred and fifty international visitors per
annum, but I would not go anywhere near saying thing like that, so
specific.
Do you recall having much to do with Daryl Maguire about his proposal, if
anything at all?
No, look I’ve had a look through my notes I don’t think I met with him.
His office was, we were in Morgan Street we were on the third floor or
something like that, or the fourth floor, and his office was down the
bottom, but I really, I can’t remember meeting with him about it at all. I
did meet with Tony Turner who was the CEO for the Clay Target
Association but I’m sure that it was just Tony on his own, I don’t think
Daryl was there.
Ok. I’ll just refer you to document five of that bundle - if you could have a
look please and on page two, there is an email from yourself to Tony
Turner dated the 2nd of February 2017 at 2:22pm.
Hang on a second, I’ve just got to look.
Sorry, I should’ve page numbered the bundle it would’ve made it easier.
No, it’s fine, it’s fine, I’m getting there, I think. I’ve got it.
That’s the email, specifically the introductory email.
Yep.
And would it be fair to say your meeting occurred sometime not long after
that?
Yes, yes.
Do you have a note of what day it actually occurred?
I can find out and get back to you on that.
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That would be good if you could, please.
Yep. So that would’ve been in early Feb, ok.
So, if you go back a page, to the bottom of the first page of that document.
Yep.
You see Tony Tuner sent that to Daryl Maguire, and then Daryl Maguire
has replied to Tony Turner on the 2nd of February 2017. It’s a little threeline reply. Just read that if you could please.
Yes, this is the BS oh they go to on, they go on with because the funds
come from a different bucket of money, tourism instead of sport. Just
keep focused on your timeframes and progress, marg will look after the
study and get the boxes ticked. Regards Daryl.
All right. So just Mr Maguire’s I suppose telling Tony Turner that you’re
going to get the boxes ticked in relation him.
Nope.
Was it the case that No.
Was that the case?
No, no. Like I said to you I would never tell anyone what’s required to
make something work, if that makes sense. It has to be done on its own
merits.
How would you describe Mr Maguire; was he sort of I suppose pushy? Is
that the best way to put it or passionate is another way?
Sorry, what was that second word?
Passionate with projects?
Like, yes, like yes, he was pushy, he was – yeah, pushy is probably the
best way of putting it, yep.
And did you ever have any sort of conflict or run in with him about you
know he wanted this done and?
No, I mean Daryl was, yeah, like you said pushy. He was, he would move
from project to project quite quickly, so you know it may be the sports
fund, oh the Clay Target Association today but it maybe something else
tomorrow.
Ok. Just in relation to that, so we have established so far that your
department funded the revised business case, you were directed by Gary
Barnes to undertake it. You issued the I was advised to work on, work, to get the funding deed redone, if that
makes sense or you know added to.
Yep, so you needed a revised business case to do that (unintelligible)
record of requirements to be assessed by treasury, and that type of thing.
Is that my understanding correct?
That’s right yep correct.
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And you’ve said that basically once that occurred your involvement was
somewhat limited in that GHD were dealing with the investment review
group independently of you, is that right?
Yep, that’s right.
And did you recall if there was any input from the Minister’s office?
I didn’t see.
About that at all.
No, I didn’t see anything like that at all. But are you talking about, you’re
talking about Barilaro or the Minister for sport?
Yeah. No Barilaro’s office.
Nothing that I remember came via me or if, that I have seen the emails at
that time.
Did you speak to the people from GHD yourself?
Yes I did, but it was more about their, you know the different funding
models, how much the work would cost and which one was decided upon
and then the actual payment of those of that invoice when it was
completed.
Ok. I will just get you to turn over a couple of pages, now unfortunately
my page numbering in this bundle has gone askew.
That’s ok.
There’s two document fives.
Ok.
This one is, the document is titled ACA business plan and it’s headed with
an email from Yep.
- Peter Minucos to Daryl Maguire.
Yep. Yep.
So, you see halfway down the page there’s an email from Peter Minucos Yep.
- to Caleb Paul at GHD.
Right.
I’ll just ask you to read through what Mr Minucos has sent him.
Do you want me to read out loud or?
No just read it yourself, that is fine thank you.
Ok.
So just for the purpose of the transcript so we can identify this later, this is
an email chain between Peter Minucos and Daryl Maguire, and also Peter
Minucos and Caleb Paul at GHD. It’s dated, the email is dated the 20th of
April 2017 at 5:13pm in the afternoon. And a part from Minucos to Paul is
at 5pm on that day. Margaret, having read that now, does that surprise you
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that someone in the Minister’s office would be providing information to
GHD?
Yes, I’m never sort of included on their communications, so I don’t know
if this has ever happened before. The requests, I would’ve thought that
somebody like GHD would know that type of, that that’s what, that’s
what’s required, I suppose. You know it’s not, to me it’s not asking
anything out of the ordinary, it’s not saying you know give us these
numbers. But its yeah, it would be something I would’ve thought GHD
would’ve had in a template for business cases anyway.
So, from my reading of that and I can only give my impression and ask
you to comment on it, it seems that this person in the Minister’s office is
asking, while instructing GHD what to put into the submission to basically
get it over the line.
Oh, I don’t know, yeah, I would sort of say that just to make sure that this
stuff is covered off on. But to get it over the line though, I think you
would need to be a little bit more specific about you know, you would
have to say, we need you to show that there’s going to be X the X number
of people - I don’t know. But to me, I mean to me to tell a company like
GHD that I would’ve thought would be unnecessary, you would hope that
a company with GHD’s experience would have this as a template, like I
said that would be the type of things that they would include in any
business case.
Ok, if you turn to document six, this is the revised business case, it’s an
email dated the 9th of May 2017.
Yep.
At 8:38 sorry 8:34am from Chris Hanger to Stuart Webster and a number
of people including yourself.
Yep.
And attached to that is a revised business case and the initial business case.
Yep.
Do you remember reviewing those documents?
Not really, no, not really. Sorry, I probably shouldn’t say not really, no I
don’t remember, I don’t remember reviewing those.
Was it something that would be the usual for you to review something like
or?
To a certain degree, yes. But it would be the Investment Appraisal Unit
that would be making the ultimate decision. It’s not, if I saw something
that was incorrect or unachievable or you know I would point it out.
Because sometimes you do get some assumptions that are made that are
not necessarily correct, that I might point out. But in essence it’s going to
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the Investment Appraisal Unit, who are the ones that are tasked with
analysing these types of documents.
You are the person on the ground in the Riverina, do you form a view
whether this was a worthwhile or beneficial project at all?
No, not really. I thought it was beneficial in that it was a specialisation for
Wagga in clay target shooting because you know, like I said I don’t know
terribly much about clay target shooting, but it is something that is
specialised and would be the only one for the state I would’ve presumed.
So, you know, in that respect it could be used as a reason to come to
Wagga for that cohort.
Ok, and when you gave that opinion, I think we’ve established that was
probably before the ERC submission on - before December 2016. Yeah,
and in basing that view about the specialisation of this proposed facility,
were you aware that there were still similar facilities involved I suppose
available as a result of the Sydney Olympics?
No.
Would that have changed your position about your view about tourism at
all?
Maybe. But on the other-hand and I, this is something I don’t know
enough about clay target shooting, but can you go letting off guns in the
Olympic precinct as opposed to you know in the outskirts of Wagga.
Yeah, I’m not sure where the actual location I think it may be Penrith
somewhere around Sydney, so it’s out in the western part not so much in a
metropolitan area.
But you know, does Penrith have a Clay Target Association associated
with those facilities? See with Wagga having a Clay Target Association,
that is sort of sitting within the precinct does that make it stronger?
Honestly, I don’t know then and I don’t know now so.
Sure, ok with the proposal, the initial review, and I think you’ve indicated
for me you didn’t review the - the business case review undertaken by the
industry team, is that correct?
That’s right yep.
And my understanding is these things are dealt with on a cost benefit
analysis type scenario?
Yes.
It’s our understanding that the initial business case came back with a cost
benefit analysis of 0.88, in that it was again a cost more than it was going
to benefit the community.
Yes.
And subsequent to that the secondary business case, which was done again
by GHD, and was reviewed. It came back with a 1.1 cost benefit analysis,
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largely hinged on the capacity of that facility to draw additional tourists
into New South Wales and the analysts had concerns about displacing
people who were already going to functions in New South Wales and bring
them to Wagga.
Yep.
In terms of, and we might’ve canvassed this before, but in terms of that, in
your experience, is displacement a real concern of these type of things instead of say someone going to Tamworth, they go to Wagga and
therefore there’s no actual benefit to the state.
Yes, but I suppose do they go to Tamworth this year and Wagga next year,
it’s an ongoing issue that we always have a discussion with the Investment
Appraisal Unit about that, you know yes, it is an issue within the appraisal,
economic appraisal with these sorts of projects.
I suppose to come to a quantum about how this is going to benefit the state
as a whole over benefit the Riverina area, that if a tourist is coming from
Queensland to say go to an event in Tamworth one year and next year they
go to the same event, but it’s held in Wagga, there is no real net benefit is
there?
I suppose not, but I mean it’s better them going to Shepperton or.
I agree. From a point of view of assessing the benefits of this, if there’s
going to be no net number of increases of people who come to this state to
attend this facility, then it’s somewhat of a moot point.
Yes, but I don’t understand what you are wanting me to say.
I’m just asking you whether you agree with that assumption that if.
No, I don’t agree because I think that you are showcasing the state as such,
and if an event is in Tamworth one year, and Wagga the next year, but if
Wagga can do it better than the number of people may increase or it may
return to Wagga. So it’s kind of, it’s an ongoing discussion that the people
in regional New South Wales have with the Investment Appraisal Unit
about you know the benefits of people traveling to regional New South
Wales, you know as to whether it’s, it is of a net benefit or a positive
benefit to the state. And I, you know I’m a passionate believer in the more
people you can get to regional New South Wales the better.
And is there some guidelines to how they assess this, within Probably.
- who does the assessment (unintelligible) don’t know what they are?
I don’t know.
Ok. The initial proposal was for a clubhouse and a function centre
catering for approximately six hundred people dinner seating and it when
to nine hundred for a sort-of conference, but that increased to some point
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in time actually the size of the proposal. Are you aware why that
occurred?
No.
Ok, it increased to twelve hundred people from nine hundred, so it roughly
increased by a third. And we are trying to find out why that actually
happened.
Look, as I said at the start, I honestly thought it was you know updating
their clubhouse, perhaps you know adding to their range, the range,
because I presuming that there has to be specialised equipment so I was
really unaware that it was such a large establishment.
Until you went and saw it?
Until I went and saw it, yep.
And when was that roughly?
Oh, not until it was finished. Oh, look I used to drive past it and I was, I
didn’t realise if, I don’t know if you have seen it yourself but when the I have, yes.
- yeah when you are driving along the road you don’t actually see the full
size of it. So, I was sort of kept on looking at it and thinking they’re not
doing much for ages until it had finished, and I sort of thought, oh ok
that’s it, yeah.
Do you recall talking to Jenny Davis from Infrastructure New South Wales
of this at all.
Yep, yep, yep.
What do you recall?
Well, I was thinking you see, I honestly thought it was going to be their
clubhouse was going to get an extension. So, she kept on saying, you
know the works underway, the works underway. And I’m saying but
there’s nothing that’s changed, you know I hope you’re not paying money
for what looks like exactly the same. At that time, I didn’t realise that the,
the actual structure was around the corner.
So, you’re talking about the existing offices there that have been on
Bowman Road, no what, Coleman Street, Wagga.
Colman Street, that’s right yeah. That’s what I thought was going to be
updated, so you know as Jenny kept on telling me that things were
happening, and I kept on driving past thinking there is nothing happening.
So, and I didn’t realise the structure was going on around the corner.
Did Jenny have a view about the project proposal?
No, she never indicated anything like that to me.
So, did you have any involvement, so part of the process was a
requirement to go to tender for building the actual facility. How was that
managed through your office?
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No, that Or was it done through Infrastructure?
No, that would’ve been done through Infrastructure, yep.
Ok.
Maybe PWA, Public Works Advisory, I’m not sure, we didn’t have
anything to do with that.
Do you recall any particular urgency for this project or anything like that.
No. No. I understand it was opened in 2018, wasn’t it? I’m not a hundred
percent sure, but I thought it was sort of opened mid-2018.
Do you recall there being any bureaucratical political pressure to get it
done?
No, I didn’t see any of that. No, but if anything like that had happened it
would’ve been to Infrastructure New South Wales, because we had no way
to influence anything like that.
Ok. Just in relation to the thing, the project in the whole other than the
material, things I’ve asked you today, is there anything else you think we
should know about it, that we haven’t canvassed that causes you some
level of concern or something like that?
I suppose just where it’s located you know for a function centre it’s not a
very attractive place.
I had come to that view myself I have to admit, but that’s a matter for the
people that want to go there I suppose.
Yep.
So, anything else?
No, I don’t think so.
Ok, nothing from
?
No.
Ok. Margaret, I have nothing further to ask you at this point in time.
What I will ask you to do is, you obviously have some material yourself
you have amassed for the purpose of this interview.
Yep.
If you have something you think may be of relevant to us, could you pass
it up through say Tim Holden I think is General Counsel for your
Department?
Sure.
If you could do that, that would be appreciated and would assist us greatly.
Yeah, I will get back to Tim with the date of the meeting with Tony
Turner, that was in early February. I’ll have to just go back through my
calendar and see if I’ve got any notes about that.
If you locate the email where you have been told by whomever.
Yep.
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If you can do this that would be great as well.
I will have it here somewhere I just can’t put my finger on it, and I’ll send
that through as well.
Much appreciated. Margaret, I’ll just close this off now. Thank you for
talking to us.
It’s ok.
Do you have any complaints about the way
, or I, have conducted
our-selves during the interview today?
No, I have no complaints.
Have we offered you any inducement or threatened you in any way to give
the answers you have given?
No.
Have the answers you have given of your own free will?
They have been, though I do want to say I was quite shocked to see that
Daryl said I would get things done.
Ok. As I said to you before you are not the focus of the Commission’s
investigation so don’t be too perturbed about that.
(Unintelligible).
And the answers you have given have been truthful to the best of your
knowledge and belief?
Yes.
Ok, Margaret, thank you for your time again, the time is 2:13pm. And I’ll
just finalise the recording of this interview now, ok.

INTERVIEW ENDS

DD10750077
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DOC 1

#31
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Toohey Michael
Jenkins Mia
RE: NSW GOVERNMENT CASE FOR WAGGA CONVENTION CENTRE
Tuesday, January 10, 2017 9:51:00 AM
imaaeoo l.jog

Hi Mia
Sure. I' ll give Jane a ring
Happy New Year to you. Hope you had a great break
Cheers
Michael
From: Jenkins, Mia
Sent: Tuesday, 10 January 2017 9:17 AM
To: Toohey, Michael <michael.toohey@sport.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: FW: NSW GOVERNMENT CASE FOR WAGGA CONVENTION CENTRE

Hi Michael
Happy New Year.
See below - Just checking if you are the correct person to refer Jane on to?
Mia
From: Jane Spring [mailto :iane.soring@industry.nsw.gov .au ]
Sent: Monday, 9 January 2017 10:59 AM
To: Jenkins, Mia <mia .jenkins@soort.nsw .gov.au >

Cc: Margaret O'Dwyer <margaret.odwyer@industry.n sw.gov.au >
Subject: FW: NSW GOVERNMENT CASE FOR WAGGA CONVENTION CENTRE
Hi Mia
Happy New Year !
One of my team has a question relating to clay target... .. .. wondering if you know about the
source of t he $5.Sm for the Clay Target Association headquarter development?
Will give you a cal l late r today
Regards
Jane
Jane Spring I Executive Director, Regional Development
8 939 I E: Jane.Spring@industry.nsw.gov.au
T: +61 2 9338 66351 M +61
From: Margaret O'Dwyer [mailto: margaret.odwyer@industry.nsw.gov.au ]
Sent: Monday, 9 January 2017 9:55 AM
To: Jane Spring
Subject: NSW GOVERNMENT CASE FOR WAGGA CONVENTION CENTRE

Happy New Year!!
There was an artic le in the Wagga Wagga local paper on 2nd January advising that the
NSW Govt is providing $5.5 million for the construction of a convention centre as part of
the development of the C lay Target Association headqua1ter development.

http://www.dailyadvertiser.com.au/story/4381 140/convention-centre-to-be-built-by-2018/
I am being asked by Albury C ity Council wh ich program this was funded under and
whether the CBA was undertaken by our depa1tment.
Late last year I was asked to make a comment on a cabinet proposal for the headquarters
relocation to Wagga - but there was no information provided to me that $5.5 mill was
being considered to be provided. My comment was that it would increase the mix of
tourism to the city.
As we don't have an operations manager, and Chris is away , you are the on ly one that I can
think of that maybe able to shed some light on this, or at least know who to ask.
Regards

I
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Margaret O'Dwyer I Regional Manager South West
Office of Regional Development
NSW Department of Industry
6/620 Macauley Street I PO Box 3415 I Albury NSW 2640
T: 02 605177251 M:
3148
E: margaret.odwyer@industry .nsw.gov.au I W: www.industry nsw.gov.au

The information in this e-mail , together with any attachments, is
confidential and is intended only for the use of the above named recipient.
In certain cases it is also legally privileged . If you are not the intended
recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying of this email is
unauthorised and strictly prohi bited . If you have received this e-mail in
error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete the
message from your computer without making any copies. Views expressed in
this message are those of the individual sender and are not necessarily the
views of NSW Trade & Investment.

This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information . If you
are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender. Views expressed in this
message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of their organisation .
Th is message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information . If you
are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender. Views expressed in this
message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of their organisation.
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Re:
CONTACT
AT
NSW
DEPT
OF
SPORT
INFO
ON
FUNDING
FOR
WAGGA CONFERENCE CENTRE
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

chris.hanger@industry.nsw.gov.au
Margaret O'Dwyer <margaret.odwyer@industry.nsw.gov.au>
Jane Spring <jane.spring@industry.nsw.gov.au>, Jenny Davis <jenny.davis@infrastructure.nsw.gov.au>
Tue, 10 Jan 2017 17:10:12 +1100

Thanks Margaret - that's correct, funding was not confirmed and is subject to business case development and review.
I've also copied Jenny Davis from INSW as she is aware of this project and so she knows NSW Sport are engaging with
DoI on this.
Thx
Chris
Chris Hanger
Director - Funding & Infrastructure
Department of Industry
Ph:
7184
chris.hanger@industry.nsw.gov.au
Sent from my iPhone

On 10 Jan 2017, at 12:24 am, Margaret O'Dwyer <margaret.odwyer@industry.nsw.gov.au> wrote:
Hi Jane
I have just had a call from Michael Toohey of NSW Sport (Ph: 87548868)
Jane, please give Michael a call after 11:30am today for additional information - he may be less circumspect with
you!
It appears that the funding is

not confirmed.

The Government is "interested" in funding the project, though the bureaucracy does not support the project.
The project was presented to the ERC prior to Christmas, but though the Aus Clay Target Assoc were funded to
produce a business case, the ERC has asked that Infrastructure NSW prepare an independent business case.
If the business case stacks up, the funding will come from the Regional Growth Environment & Tourism Fund (Chris this is why I am copying you in).
So the press relating to this project is premature.
Regards
Margaret O’Dwyer | Regional Manager South West
Office of Regional Development
NSW Department of Industry
6/620 Macauley Street | PO Box 3415 | Albury NSW 2640
T: 02 60517725| M:
3148
E: margaret.odwyer@industry.nsw.gov.au | W: www.industry.nsw.gov.au

The information in this e-mail, together with any attachments, is
confidential and is intended only for the use of the above named recipient.
In certain cases it is also legally privileged. If you are not the intended
recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying of this email is
unauthorised and strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete the
message from your computer without making any copies. Views expressed in
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this message are those of the individual sender and are not necessarily the
views of NSW Trade & Investment.
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify
the sender. Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of their organisation.

This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the
sender. Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of their organisation.

DOC 5
4c1083f4-35d8-4f0d-8959-ca51997f8f5b

Re: DEVELOPMENT OF ACTA CLUB
HOUSE/CONFERENCE CENTRE AT WAGGA WAGGA
From: Daryl Maguire <"/o=parl/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=amaguired63">
To:
Tony Turner <execofficer@claytarget.com.au>
Date: Thu, 02 Feb 2017 20:56:48 +1100
Very good proceed they will sort out the BS
Sent from my iPad
On 2 Feb 2017, at 4:04 pm, "Tony Turner" <execofficer@claytarget.com.au> wrote:

Thanks Daryl,
Margaret is going to confirm a meeting for early next week (hopefully) I am meeting with the
Architects tomorrow to finalise a design and strat to move forward. the timelines are very tight.
We will push ahead, I will keep you in the loop.
Cheers
Tony Turner
execofficer@claytarget.com.au
7379
”ACTA”

IMPORTANT
The information transmitted is for the use of the intended recipient only and may contain
confidential and/or legally privileged material. Any review, re-transmission, disclosure
dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by
persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited and may result in severe
penalties. If you have received this e-mail in error please notify the Australian Clay Target
Association Inc. on (02) 6938 2121 and delete all copies of this transmission together with any
attachments.

From: Daryl Maguire [mailto:Daryl.Maguire@parliament.nsw.gov.au]
Sent: Thursday, 2 February 2017 3:58 PM
To: Tony Turner
Subject: RE: DEVELOPMENT OF ACTA CLUB HOUSE/CONFERENCE CENTRE AT WAGGA WAGGA

Gday , yes this is the BS they go on with because the funds come from a different bucket of
money , Tourism instead of sport . Just keep focused on your time frames and progress , marg will
look after the study and get the boxes ticked . regards Daryl
From: Tony Turner [mailto:execofficer@claytarget.com.au]
Sent: Thursday, 2 February 2017 2:45 PM
To: Daryl Maguire
Subject: FW: DEVELOPMENT OF ACTA CLUB HOUSE/CONFERENCE CENTRE AT WAGGA WAGGA

Hi Daryl,
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For your information.
Is this request for another business case study in addition to the one presented.
Regards
Tony Turner
execofficer@claytarget.com.au
7379
<image001.jpg>
IMPORTANT
The information transmitted is for the use of the intended recipient only and may contain
confidential and/or legally privileged material. Any review, re-transmission, disclosure
dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by
persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited and may result in severe
penalties. If you have received this e-mail in error please notify the Australian Clay Target
Association Inc. on (02) 6938 2121 and delete all copies of this transmission together with any
attachments.

From: Margaret O'Dwyer [mailto:margaret.odwyer@industry.nsw.gov.au]
Sent: Thursday, 2 February 2017 2:22 PM
To: Tony Turner
Subject: DEVELOPMENT OF ACTA CLUB HOUSE/CONFERENCE CENTRE AT WAGGA WAGGA

Good afternoon Tony
I am the Regional Manager for the Office of Regional Development in the Riverina &
Murray.
Infrastructure NSW has asked that our office take the lead on the ACTA project to upgrade the

club house

and inclusion of a conference centre at Wagga Wagga.
It was determined that an independent business case needs to be prepared to provide additional assessment of the
project.
I would like to organise a meeting with you to discuss the additional requirements. So please give me a call when you
have a moment and I will see when we have a mutual time to meet up in Wagga Wagga.
Regards

Margaret O’Dwyer | Regional Manager South West
Office of Regional Development
NSW Department of Industry
6/620 Macauley Street | PO Box 3415 | Albury NSW 2640
T: 02 60517725| M:
3148
E:
margaret.odwyer@industry.nsw.gov.au | W: www.industry.nsw.gov.au
<image002.jpg>

The information in this e-mail, together with any attachments, is
confidential and is intended only for the use of the above named recipient.
In certain cases it is also legally privileged. If you are not the intended
recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying of this email is
unauthorised and strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
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error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete the
message from your computer without making any copies. Views expressed in
this message are those of the individual sender and are not necessarily the
views of NSW Trade & Investment.

This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are
not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender. Views expressed in this message are
those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of their organisation.
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FW: ACTA business plan
From:
To:
Date:

Peter Minucos <peter.minucos@deputypremier.nsw.gov.au>
Daryl Maguire <daryl.maguire@parliament.nsw.gov.au>, execofficer@claytarget.com.au
Thu, 20 Apr 2017 17:13:57 +1000

Gents,
As discussed today, we need GHD to add an annex to the business plan to demonstrates the net benefits to NSW
from the non-shooting events/conferences.
It already does this for the shooting events, so those benefits are reflected in the cost benefit analysis – we just need
to demonstrate the corresponding benefits for the non-shooting stuff.
I don’t reckon it will take them too long to knock up a 2-3 page annex on this and it will be great to have a BCR for the
project that encapsulates both sides of the project. I sent the below email to GHD to summarise the conversation I
had with Caleb.
Appreciate your patience and assistance with this.
Cheers, peter
Peter Minucos
Senior Policy Adviser
Office of The Hon. John Barilaro MP
Deputy Premier
Minister for Regional NSW
Minister for Skills
Minister for Small Business
_________________________________________
Mob:
2 457
Tel: 02 8574 5168
Email: peter.minucos@deputypremier.nsw.gov.au

From: Peter Minucos
Sent:
Thursday, 20 April 2017 5:00 PM
To:
'caleb.paul@ghd.com'
Subject: ACTA business plan

Hi Caleb,
Good to chat with you.
As discussed, the business plan currently demonstrates the beneﬁts for
non-shoo ng events and conferences.

Wagga rather than NSW when it comes to

For shoo ng events, increased number of interstate/interna onal (non-NSW) visitors are demonstrated – and
therefore the beneﬁts to NSW.
But this is not yet clariﬁed for the conference visitors (see Table 4-1 page 18). It says how many come from outside
Wagga, but not from outside NSW.
If a simple annex (2-3 pages) can be developed for the business plan that clariﬁes this, that would be appreciated.
Things that would be good to include:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Narra ve with reference to numbers before and a er.
Ar culate why this is because of the facili es i.e. certain things will happen / be enabled.
Base case is X conferences, with Y people, of which Z% were non-NSW.
With new facility, we will have X’ conferences, with Y’ people, of which Z% were non-NSW.
Z% can be referenced to current conferences by asking facilitators what % come from outside NSW.
When increasing par cipa on in a current conference, explain why the new facility will enable that increase
(e.g. Stone the Crows – why the new facility means more people in Wagga).
When increasing the number of conferences, explain why these conferences may have been held outside
NSW and are now a racted to Wagga and held in NSW.
example of other conference facili es increasing the number of conferences in that town would be
great.

Any

An annex that spells this out would allow the cost beneﬁt analysis to iden fy the expenditure brought into the State,
the beneﬁt of which can be added to the BCR (like it already is for the shoo ng events).

E17-0144-AS-25-1-PR-0001
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Please give me a shout if any issues or if you would like to discuss further.
Cheers, peter
Peter Minucos
Senior Policy Adviser
Office of The Hon. John Barilaro MP
Deputy Premier
Minister for Regional NSW
Minister for Skills
Minister for Small Business
_________________________________________
Mob:
2 457
Tel: 02 8574 5168
Email: peter.minucos@deputypremier.nsw.gov.au

Follow us on social media:

This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it
and notify the sender. Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily those of the office of the Deputy
Premier
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FW: Updated Wagga Wagga Clay Shooting ACTA Business Plan
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Attachments:

Chris Hanger <chris.hanger@dpc.nsw.gov.au>
Stewart Webster <stewart.webster@dpc.nsw.gov.au>, Aleksander Akopyan <aleksander.akopyan@dpc.nsw.gov.au>
Gary Barnes <gary.barnes@dpc.nsw.gov.au>, Margaret O'Dwyer <margaret.odwyer@dpc.nsw.gov.au>, Jane Spring
<jane.spring@industry.nsw.gov.au>, Jenny Davis <jenny.davis@infrastructure.nsw.gov.au>
Tue, 09 May 2017 08:34:48 +1000
Revised Business Case_ACTA.pdf (14.56 MB); Original Business Case_ACTA.pdf (1.12 MB)

Hi Stewart and Alex,
DPO asked GHD to review and update the Wagga Wagga Clay shooting business plan to include more of the expected benefits of the conference centre –
updated report attached.
Can you please assess this updated business plan and advise if this project will provide an economic benefit to NSW.
Happy to talk through if any questions and if you can let me know how long your review will take so I can manage DPO expectations that would be great.
Thanks,
Chris

Chris Hanger | A/Executive Director
Regional NSW, Department of Premier and Cabinet
52 Martin Place, Sydney | GPO Box 5341, Sydney NSW 2001

7 184 | Chris.Hanger@dpc.nsw.gov.au | dpc.nsw.gov.au

From: Caleb Paul [mailto:Caleb.Paul@ghd.com]
Tuesday, 9 May 2017 8:19 AM
Chris Hanger; jenny.davis@infrastructure.nsw.gov.au
Daniel Tallos; peteminucos@gmail.com
ACTA Business Plan

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Good Morning Chris, Jenny
I have been requested by Peter Minucos (Deputy Premiers Office) to forward you a copy of our revised business case which was issued to the
Department of Industry for the Australian Clay Target Association new Clubhouse facility.
Please also find attached a copy of the original business case with appendix (D) that demonstrates the new conference capabilities including a
sensitivity analysis for expected numbers of interstate and international travellers.
Kind regards,
Caleb Paul

Project Engineer

GHD

T: +61 2 69 237 400 | V: 237450 | M: +61
3 891 | E: caleb.paul@ghd.com
Suite 3, 161-169 Baylis Street, Wagga Wagga, NSW 2650, Australia.| www.ghd.com
WATER | ENERGY & RESOURCES | ENVIRONMENT | PROPERTY & BUILDINGS | TRANSPORTATION

From:
Peter Minucos [mailto:Peter.Minucos@deputypremier.nsw.gov.au]
Sent:
Monday, 8 May 2017 5:32 PM
To: Caleb
Paul <Caleb.Paul@ghd.com>
Subject: RE: ACTA business plan
Hi Caleb
I hadn’t a chance to review every detail of the second business case, but rather than holding this process up could you please forward the new business case
(with appendix that demonstrates the new conference capabilities) to Chris and Jenny on the emails below.
Thanks, peter
Peter Minucos
Senior Policy Adviser
Office of The Hon. John Barilaro MP
Deputy Premier
Minister for Regional NSW
Minister for Skills
Minister for Small Business
_____
______________________________
Mob:
2 457
Tel: 02 8574 5168
Email: peter.minucos@deputypremier.nsw.gov.au
From: Peter Minucos
Monday, 8 May 2017 2:57 PM
'Caleb Paul'
RE: ACTA business plan

Sent:
To:
Subject:
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Hi Caleb
As discussed, please send through the revised business case to peteminucos@gmail.com
Once I review, the two contacts will be Chris.Hanger@dpc.nsw.gov.au and Jenny.Davis@infrastructure.nsw.gov.au
Thanks, peter
Peter Minucos
Senior Policy Adviser
Office of The Hon. John Barilaro MP
Deputy Premier
Minister for Regional NSW
Minister for Skills
Minister for Small Business
_________________________________________
Mob:
2 457
Tel: 02
5168
Email: peter.minucos@deputypremier.nsw.gov.au
From: Caleb Paul [mailto:Caleb.Paul@ghd.com]
Sent:
Wednesday, 26 April 2017 7:28 PM
To:
Peter Minucos
Subject: Fw: ACTA business plan

From:
Caleb Paul
Sent:
Wednesday, 26 April 2017 6:27 PM
To:
Peter Minucos
Cc:
Daniel Tallos
Subject:
RE: ACTA business plan
Hi Peter,
Please find attached the Business Plan and have incorporated the Memorandum issued earlier (with changes requested) as Appendix D.
Kind regards,
Caleb Paul

Project Engineer

GHD

T: +61 2 69 237 400 | V: 237450 | M: +61
3 891 | E: caleb.paul@ghd.com
Suite 3, 161-169 Baylis Street, Wagga Wagga, NSW 2650, Australia.| www.ghd.com
WATER | ENERGY & RESOURCES | ENVIRONMENT | PROPERTY & BUILDINGS | TRANSPORTATION

From:
Peter Minucos [mailto:Peter.Minucos@deputypremier.nsw.gov.au]
Sent:Caleb
Wednesday, 26 April 2017 10:00 AM
To:
Paul <Caleb.Paul@ghd.com>
Subject: RE: ACTA business plan
Hi Caleb,
Thanks for the prompt reply.
As discussed, minor edits required in this context:
· Re-title this document so it becomes as addendum/appendix that can be stapled to the back of the original business plan.
· “1 Background” becomes redundant.
· “1.1 Purpose” text to something like “To clarify certain material presented within the revised Business Plan and to identify and clarify the benefits to NSW
resulting from the new development.”
· Rename “2.1 Request for clarification of Business Plan” to “2.1 Clarification of Business Plan” and delete first paragraph here.

interstate

To provide an estimate on the number of
visitors to the potential conferences:
· Estimate number of overall new attendees i.e. total attendees of new conferences.
· Estimate how many of these are non-NSW.
Based on our conversation, it sounded like the additional conferences might attract 5000 new visitors? And a best guess might be that 65% of these are nonNSW? On those sorts of numbers, a sensitivity analysis might look like:

3500
5000
7000

50%
1750
2500
3500

65%
2275

3250
4550

75%
2625
3750
5250

This would present 3250 as the expected new non-NSW visitors per year – but please replace the numbers down the side/top to best reflect your estimate.
Please give me a call if there’s any parts to discuss.
Cheers, peter
Peter Minucos
Senior Policy Adviser
Office of The Hon. John Barilaro MP
Deputy Premier
Minister for Regional NSW
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Minister for Skills
Minister for Small Business
_________________________________________
Mob:
2 457
Tel: 02 8574 5168
Email: peter.minucos@deputypremier.nsw.gov.au
From: Caleb Paul [mailto:Caleb.Paul@ghd.com]
Sent:
Monday, 24 April 2017 4:31 PM
To:
Peter Minucos
Cc:
Nathan Szymanski; Daniel Tallos
Subject: RE: ACTA business plan
Good afternoon Peter
Please find attached the information you requested. Please consider this memorandum an annexure to the Business Plan previously submitted by
GHD.
Kind regards,
Caleb Paul

Project Engineer

GHD

T: +61 2 69 237 400 | V: 237450 | M: +61
3 891 | E: caleb.paul@ghd.com
Suite 3, 161-169 Baylis Street, Wagga Wagga, NSW 2650, Australia.| www.ghd.com
WATER | ENERGY & RESOURCES | ENVIRONMENT | PROPERTY & BUILDINGS | TRANSPORTATION

Regards Caleb

From:
Peter Minucos [mailto:Peter.Minucos@deputypremier.nsw.gov.au]
Sent:
Thursday, 20 April 2017 5:00 PM
To: Caleb
Paul <Caleb.Paul@ghd.com>
Subject: ACTA business plan
Hi Caleb,
Good to chat with you.
As discussed, the business plan currently demonstrates the benefits for

Wagga rather than NSW when it comes to non-shooting events and conferences.

For shooting events, increased number of interstate/international (non-NSW) visitors are demonstrated – and therefore the benefits to NSW.
But this is not yet clarified for the conference visitors (see Table 4-1 page 18). It says how many come from outside Wagga, but not from outside NSW.
If a simple annex (2-3 pages) can be developed for the business plan that clarifies this, that would be appreciated. Things that would be good to include:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Narrative with reference to numbers before and after.
Articulate why this is because of the facilities i.e. certain things will happen / be enabled.
Base case is X conferences, with Y people, of which Z% were non-NSW.
With new facility, we will have X’ conferences, with Y’ people, of which Z% were non-NSW.
Z% can be referenced to current conferences by asking facilitators what % come from outside NSW.
When increasing participation in a current conference, explain why the new facility will enable that increase (e.g. Stone the Crows – why the new facility
means more people in Wagga).
When increasing the number of conferences, explain why these conferences may have been held outside NSW and are now attracted to Wagga and held
in NSW.
example of other conference facilities increasing the number of conferences in that town would be great.

Any

An annex that spells this out would allow the cost benefit analysis to identify the expenditure brought into the State, the benefit of which can be added to the BCR
(like it already is for the shooting events).
Please give me a shout if any issues or if you would like to discuss further.
Cheers, peter
Peter Minucos
Senior Policy Adviser
Office of The Hon. John Barilaro MP
Deputy Premier
Minister for Regional NSW
Minister for Skills
Minister for Small Business
_________________________________________
Mob:
2 457
Tel: 02 8574 5168
Email: peter.minucos@deputypremier.nsw.gov.au
Follow us on social media:

This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender. Views expressed in this message
are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily those of the office of the Deputy Premier
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_____________________
This e-mail has been scanned for viruses
_____________________
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient
please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other
person. GHD and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.
_____________________
_____________________
This e-mail has been scanned for viruses
_____________________
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended
recipient please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its
contents to any other person. GHD and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their
networks.
_____________________
_____________________
This e-mail has been scanned for viruses
_____________________
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient
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Executive summary
The Australian Clay target Association has its national headquarters and major shooting range
in Wagga Wagga, NSW. This facility hosts national and international shooting events as the
preferred venue in Australia. The need to improve the on-site supporting facilities were identified
by the ACTA Executive. Key requirements are: improved and enlarged offices, improved offices
location, improved car parking, sealed roadways, landmark entrance, grand stand facility and
on-site catering for large numbers of attendees and visitors. Convenience is a key aspect of
making people come back to the same venue for future events. These issues were identified by
ACTA as requirements and pre-requisites for increasing Australia’s international clay target
shooting status and simultaneously increase the number of international shooting events hosted
within Australia.
The proposal is supported by the Wagga Wagga City Council: apart from the tourist enhancing
value through the sport of shooting, the duplicity of a conference facility within the same facility
solves a long-standing need in the City of Wagga Wagga.
Completion of the proposed facility within 12 months will allow the inauguration to be
simultaneous with the 2018 13th World Down The Line (DTL) Championships - a major
international shooting even- to be hosted in Wagga Wagga in 2018. In addition: the 2018 ACTA
National Trap Championships will be held in Wagga Wagga as well.
It is considered that the venue as it is will not easily attract more frequent international events.
However: this proposal and the international event next year could combine to create a positive
awareness with international shooters, shooting entities and decision-makers. Combined with
the ideal shooting climate in the Riverina, northern hemisphere shooters are expected to
increase usage of the facility for training purposes during their off-season periods. International
exposure is considered key to marketing the venue for future international events.
This proposal is also considered key in not only advancing Australia’s status in the international
shooting arena but also generate and attract more Australian shooters to the sport in the future.
This proposal not only addresses the need of the Australian shooting fraternity but also solves a
major conference facility requirement in the Riverina. Therefore Australia will benefit at a
national sporting and economic level as well as local businesses through increased visitors and
services requirements.
This proposal will generate an estimated annual average of 220 international visitors per year
as opposed to extremely rare international events hosted in NSW currently. In addition, an
increase of 200 interstate shooter / visitors per year is estimated. The conference facility is
estimated to increase visitors to the region by at least 3,200 per year. Confirmed bookings to
date, based on the prospect of this proposal are: 4 x banquet/conference events with more than
400 guests each for 2018.
The project costs and benefits are summarised as follows:

Component

Discounted Cost / Benefit
(7% discount rate)

Costs
Capital costs

$6,620,957
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Maintenance costs

$256,697

Operating costs

$2,696,363

Net costs

$9,574,017

Value of additional tourism

$18,678,359

Benefits

Additional revenue

$692,523

Net benefits

$19,370,883

Nett Present Value (NPV)

$9,796,865.6

Decision criteria

Benefit / Cost Ration (BCR)

2.02

ACTA proposes to invest $1.2 m of its own funds and seeks funding for the balance of $5.5 m +
GST required for the proposed project.
The national and international shooting sport is characterised by a growing trend: growth in
memberships as well as growth in the number of national and international sporting events.
Considering that no additional land is required to be purchased and ACTA has the financial
income from memberships and future (increasing) events to finance maintenance and future
expenses related to the proposed development, the financial risk is considered low.
Key assumptions are the hosting of annual international events, increased national events
activity and hosting conferences. Taking into account market research by ACTA, the key risks
are considered rather the magnitude of any additional event hosted in the proposed facility
rather than the frequency of such event. This allows for future growth and convenience
experienced by visitors from the inauguration of the facility onwards – considered a positive
marketing tool.
Technical standards and planning requirements are identified through professional services
engaged by ACTA and detailed in this proposal below.
Governance of the proposed facility will be incorporated into the ACTA CEO and Executive
portfolios to ensure staff are dedicated to the various aspects of administration, insurance,
maintenance, marketing and accounting. Accounting will reflect the key aspects of this proposed
development and allowing communication internally (management) and to members.
Professional consultants have been engaged to execute the project stages from concept, detail
design, approvals, procurement, construction and commissioning.
This proposal when implemented will create a landmark not only for the national shooting sport,
but also reflected at international sporting levels and benefiting business in the state of NSW
through tourism and business.
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Introduction
1.1

Purpose and approach of the business case

This document presents the business case for the development of a large clubhouse,
conference facility and associated infrastructure at the existing Australian Clay Target
Association (ACTA) facility in Wagga Wagga, NSW.
ACTA engaged GHD to assess the available ACTA and public information and analyse the
short-, medium and long term benefits to support the funding application for the project. The
approach to the development of this business case is illustrated in Figure 1, with further
information on the process provided in section 1.3.
Figure 1 Approach to business case development
1. ACTA
identify case
for change
and develop
proposal

5. NSW
Treasury
request Final
Business
Case

3. GHD
deliver
Business Plan
to ACTA

2. ACTA
engage GHD
to analyse
proposal

4. ACTA
submit
Business Plan
to NSW
Government

6.
Development
of Final
Business
Case

As agreed with the Department of Industry, the purpose of this business case is to:


Address NSW Treasury Investment Appraisal Unit requirements



Expand on the case for change serviced by the proposed project option



Expand on the economic benefits (qualitatively) to NSW that may result from the project



Revise the initial ACTA Business Plan to match the NSW Treasury TPP08-5 Final Business
Case template

1.2

Background

The Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) National Ground is located at Tasman Road in
Wagga Wagga, NSW. The site consists of Lot 103 DP1012965 which was previously acquired
from the Wagga Wagga City Council. The ACTA National Ground comprises of:


Events office



Site shed



NSW Clay Target Association (CTA) office



Camping grounds with amenities



Twenty “Down the line” shooting layouts and



Ten Skeet layouts.

The ACTA National Office is located adjacent to the National Ground at 308 Copland Street.
The Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club Inc is located adjacent on Lot 3 DP869709 which also
houses the Wagga Small Bore Rifle Club. The Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club is an established
club with experienced members and excellent facilities. It was founded in 1966 and since then
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has grown to become one of the senior national clubs, playing host to both state and national
competitions.
The Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club Inc offers members the option to compete in all five
International Shooting Sport Federation ( ISSF) Olympic style matches, Service Pistol and Black
Powder. Matches of every type are programmed at least once per month and range space is
available for members to shoot unscheduled events or practice components of their shooting to
improve skill.
Clay Target Shooting has different disciplines which include: Trap, Skeet, International Shooting
Sport federation (ISSF) and Sporting Clays. Each discipline varies in its approach and delivery
of targets to give a choice and different experience within Clay Target Shooting.
Founded in 1947 the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) is the peak shooting body for
clay target shooting within Australia of which the Australian head office is located on the Wagga
Wagga site earmarked for development under this proposal.
ACTA proposes to invest $1.2 million of its accumulated funds for this proposal and propose to
obtain the $5.5 million remainder of funds required from the Australian Government. The
proposed funding will be invested in the following new infrastructure:


Club house with: 650 banquet-style dinner facilities, a 1,000 – seat theatre-style conference
facility, and integrated offices;



New main entrance on Copland Street;



Sealed driveway, and



Sealed 55 space car park.

1.3

Process used to develop the business case

GHD has been engaged by the Department of Industry to revise the initial Business Plan such
that it is suitable for submission to NSW Treasury to seek funding. The process used to develop
the business case hence builds upon the initial work completed by GHD as a part of the original
ACTA engagement. There are a number of key activities which underpin the process followed to
develop the business case, namely:


GHD engaged to develop the Business Plan for ACTA



Inception meeting and scope clarification



Receipt of client information and documentation



Data research and collation



Development of options sketches and layouts



Consultation with client



Broader stakeholder consultation



Development of Business Plan including assessment of costs and benefits



Delivery of Plan to ACTA



ACTA funding request submitted to Department of Industry



GHD engaged to revise Business Plan for Treasury submission



Consultation with Department of Industry and NSW Treasury Investment Appraisal Unit



Revision of Plan to suit Final Business Case template
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Structure of the business case

The structure of the business case broadly aligns with the NSW Treasury Final Business Case
Template as presented in the TPP08-5 Guidelines for Capital Business Cases document. The
following sections form the structure of the business case:


Section 2: Case for Change – this section provides a description of the rationale for the
case for change and describes the service need, priority, benefits and stakeholder
consultation required for the project



Section 3: Analysis of the Proposal – this section provides project objectives and the
subsequent project options developed to meet these objectives. The costs and benefits are
also assessed in this section in addition to an assessment of project risk



Section 4: Implementation – The project implementation section considers project planning
issues such as governance models, procurement methods, and other strategies relevant to
project implementation.

1.5

Scope and limitations

This report: has been prepared by GHD for Department of Industry and may only be used and
relied on by Department of Industry for the purpose agreed between GHD and the Department
of Industry as set out in section 1.1 of this report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Department of Industry arising
in connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to the
extent legally permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those
specifically detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions
encountered and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no
responsibility or obligation to update this report to account for events or changes occurring
subsequent to the date that the report was prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions
made by GHD described in this report (refer section 1.6 of this report). GHD disclaims liability
arising from any of the assumptions being incorrect.
GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by Department of Industry
and others who provided information to GHD (including Government authorities)], which GHD
has not independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does not
accept liability in connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions in
the report which were caused by errors or omissions in that information.

1.6

Assumptions

The report relies on data provided by ACTA and gathered from public and government sources.
The data provided from ACTA is current and correct, and data sourced from public and
government sources is reliable within the limits of accuracy for an analysis of this nature and
purpose.
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Case for Change
2.1

Service need

Australia is a competitive country in the international arena for Clay Target Shooting - having
recently had great success on the Olympic stage (refer Appendix B). ACTA aims to be number
one in the world for all international shooting disciplines and this epitomises ACTA’s aims for the
future of their association as they ‘constantly strive for the best’.
In 1997, a decision was made by the National Executive to move the National Office from its
former location in Melbourne to Wagga Wagga and establish the Wagga Gun Club site as a
National Shooting Ground. In 2000, the first of many National Championships were held at the
National Ground and the development of the Wagga Wagga Shooting Ground has caught the
imagination of National Executive and Members. These events have drawn inter-state
competitors and visitors alike to the City of Wagga Wagga. The National Executive and its
Members are unanimous that, if Australia is to achieve international status in the Clay Target
Shooting arena, the Wagga Wagga shooting ground and facilities will be a prominent factor.
Furthermore: the vibrant City of Wagga Wagga in the heart of the Riverina is well suited to host
international teams and associated visitors.
ACTA is responsible for administering, promoting and developing the sport of Clay Target
Shooting at state, national and international levels. ACTA has invested consistently over recent
years in upgrading the existing shooting and camping facilities with the aim of hosting not only
international but also Olympic discipline events.
2.1.1

Unmet need

The ACTA is committed to developing the National Shooting Ground as an internationally
acclaimed sporting competition ground. The ACTA is seeking funds for the development
through Local, State and Federal grants to compliment the contribution of the ACTA ($1.2M)
plus over $3M already invested.
The Association is planning to build a new Clubhouse/National Administration office complex on
the National ground prior to the World Trap Championships in 2018 at the National Ground.
Current facilities are deemed inadequate for hosting an international championship due to
capacity constraints associated with the current size of the facility and associated infrastructure.
The hosting of the World Trap Championships in 2018 represents the unmet need or demand
that cannot be addressed through existing service delivery arrangements (i.e. the existing
facilities).
The proposed project builds on previous development by ACTA in Wagga Wagga (see Table 1)
that has aimed to improve the quality and magnitude of infrastructure at the site.
2.1.2

Scope of service required

ACTA proposes to invest $1.2 million of its accumulated funds for this proposal and intends to
obtain the remainder of funds required ($5.5 m) from the Australian Government. The proposed
funding will be invested in the following new infrastructure:


Club house, Hall of Fame, with: 650 seat banquet capacity; 1,000 – theatre-style
conference / convention facility, and integrated ACTA offices;



New main entrance on Copland Street;



Sealed driveway, and



Sealed 55 space car park.
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Considering upgrades, the expansion planned and already underway at the adjacent pistol /
rimfire shooting clubs, the precinct is well positioned to grow for the benefit of all users many
years into the future, after the World Trap Championships in 2018.
Table 1 presents the stages of development (proposed and completed) of the National Shooting
Ground in Wagga Wagga.
Table 1 National Shooting Ground – stages of development
Stage

Development activities

Stage 1
Development
(completed)

Stage 2
Development
(completed)

Stage 3
(proposed)



Construction of Nomination Office for the running of national
championships



Construction of Storage Facility



Construction of Toilet and Shower amenities



Construction of Caravan Sites for use by our members.



Seal driveways and carparks on shooting site



Installation of a bore.



Ground and drainage earthworks



Purchase of new target throwing equipment



Purchase of plant and equipment.



Sealing of the access road from Tasman Rd.,



Bridge over the storm water drain on the western end of the ground.



Development of 4 additional layouts at the western end of the complex.



This increased the complex to fifteen layouts and give greater flexibility in
accommodating more competitors



Building of new Club House/Hall of Fame/ Events and National Office.
The capacity would be approximately 650 banquet / seated and 1000
theatre style. Local Builders and local architects are being used for the
project.



Purchase of land to the west for additional 5 Traps, catering for the
growth of the sport over the next twenty five years. This will bring the
number of competition traps to 20



The Association has also investigated other configurations of the current
land to allow further expansion in the future



Further alignment and sealing of Roads within the complex



Improving drainage on the ground within the scope allowed



Build further shaded grandstand areas



This clubhouse and the ground would be available for other user groups

Source: ACTA National Strategy, 2016
2.1.3

Timing

ACTA will be hosting the 13th World Down-The-Line (DTL) clay target championships to be held
in March 2018. This event will attract hundreds of international shooters, world-wide media
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publicising not only Australia but also the city of Wagga Wagga and pave the way for annual
competitions at this level at the upgraded facility. As such the required completion for the
proposed project is prior to March 2018 which is considered realistic given the scope of work
and resources available in Wagga Wagga.

2.2

Priority of the service need

The priority of the service need is driven by ACTA hosting the World DTL clay target
championships in March 2018. This international event underpins the need and timing for
Government action regarding the proposed project.

2.3

Benefits of the service need

The National Shooting Ground will be utilised for the benefit of all shooting disciplines whilst
ACTA promotion and marketing will be targeted to encourage National and International
competitors and Countries to utilise the facilities.
ACTA has identified the following economic benefits to the city of Wagga Wagga and state of
NSW as a result of the proposed project:


Increased profile of the sport in the community



The one off benefit of over $6 million dollars spent in the Wagga Building industry



Ongoing investment in Wagga Wagga through increased patronage of the facility



International and interstate recognition of New South Wales and Wagga Wagga as a
shooting and tourism destination.



Ideal weather conditions which will attract European countries to train their teams in Wagga
Wagga.



Planned annual events will attract members and competitors to holiday in Wagga Wagga
and NSW. Competitors will be encouraged to bring friends and family as a holiday
destination.



Increased utilisation of motel/hotel accommodation and restaurants in the city as it is close
to the venue.



Wagga Wagga City Council advised that 1 – 2 enquiries are received each year for large
conference facilities in the region. No suitable facility exists in the region.



Benefits to the tourism industry through travel to and around Wagga Wagga



The ACTA has been approached by their Risk Assessment consultant in Sydney to
consider an opportunity to partner with a Motel chain to build a Motel on the ACTA vacant
block on Copland Street as a result of the convention centre being built.

Benefits that result from the proposed project are presented in further detail in section 3.5.2.

2.4

Stakeholder engagement

ACTA has consulted with key stakeholders that will be impacted through implementation of the
proposed project.
Two stakeholders that current utilise the facility are the New South Wales Clay Target
Association (NSWCTA) and the Stone the Crows Festival. The (NSWCTA) is supportive of the
development of the National ground confirming they will continue to hold their State Titles at the
National Ground and will also use the National Ground as their official Head Quarters.
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It is anticipated that most National Championships will be held at the National Ground with the
New South Wales CTA (The largest State for memberships) conducting their State
Championships and Development camps. The standard of the facility will be of such a high
standard that Clubs and Associations will naturally use the facility on a more frequent basis.
Stone the Crows Festival is currently held at the National Shooting Ground, and ACTA have
confirmed that the festival has recently committed to continue utilising the site until 2024.
Consultation has also been held with future potential stakeholders, with particular reference to
the conference facility. ACTA has already received interest from CWA, RAAF and APEX, and
consultation with Wagga Wagga City Council (WWCC) has occurred given their interest for a
conference facility in the city. ACTA have also been contact regarding the possibly of building a
motel on the land adjacent to the National Office (owned by ACTA).
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Analysis of the Proposal
3.1

Objectives

The Australian Clay Target Association’s overall objective is to develop, promote and encourage
the recreational sport of clay target shooting. The development of training facilities for all ACTA
disciplines is recognised as an important part of this objective.
The Association is planning to build a new Clubhouse/National Administration office complex on
the National ground prior to the World Trap Championships in 2018 at the National Ground, The
total cost of the project including the addition of four ISSF Traps will be in the vicinity of $6.7
Million Dollars.
The objectives of ACTA with regard to the proposed project include:


Promotion, encouragement, regulation and provision of facilities for championships,
competitions, exhibitions and other activities including those held at club, state and national
level.



Promotion of all disciplines of clay target shooting including: Down-the-line, American
Skeet, Sporting Clays, Olympic Disciplines etc at Club, Zone, State and National Level



Provision of appropriate training facilities for national and international athletes.



Development of the National Shooting Ground as an internationally acclaimed sporting
competition ground



Construction of new Club House/Hall of Fame/ Events and National Office. The capacity
would be approximately 650 banquet seated and 1000 theatre style. Local Builders and
local architects are being used for the project.



Purchase of land to the west for additional 5 Traps, catering for the growth of the sport over
the next twenty five years. This will bring the number of competition traps to 20



Further infrastructure upgrades within the complex, including alignment and sealing of
Roads and improved drainage

3.1.1

Base case

The base case for the project considers no additional capital expenditure at the precinct and
hence no significant upgrades are undertaken over the analysis period.
Under the base case no international events are currently held and there is no increase in the
number of National and State events or visitors associated with these events. There is no
increase in participants or hours of shooting competition per year. Maintenance costs are
assumed constant at $50,000 per annum.
3.1.2

Project case

The project case considers the preferred Stage 3 upgrade of the ACTA National Shooting
Ground to World Championship standards – not existing elsewhere in Australia at this stage
Components of the proposed upgrade include:


Commencement of upgrade to include Olympic Discipline Traps



Required International standard stands and covers
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Club House/National Administration block, with a 650 banquet style capacity dinner
capacity, a 1,000 – theatre-style seat conference facility and integrated offices. (the
banquet facility will only be open for special functions);



Roads and Drainage including sealed driveway and a sealed 55 space car park

The total upgrade has been budgeted at $6.7 million with maintenance of $80,000 per annum
once operational.
Under the project case it is assumed that one international event will be held at the venue every
12 years (as detailed in section 3.4.4) and that the conference centre will host four x 400 people
conferences and two x 800 people conferences per annum. ACTA noted that the number of
‘international’ style events (i.e. national and possibly international events) may rise significantly
with the new facility as Olympic discipline events are not currently held at the precinct. The
project case results in a higher number of visitors per event and a subsequent increase in
revenue per event. Total participants and shooting hours per year also increase under this
project case. The new facility will host the International Clay Target Shooting Federation
(ICTSF) member Countries consisting of England, Ireland, Denmark, Northern Ireland, South
Africa, France, New Zealand and Canada
Refer to Appendix A for a three dimensional rendering of the target shooting precinct at Copland
Street and Tasman Road, Wagga Wagga.

3.2

Economic benefits to NSW

The proposed project will result in a variety of economic benefits that will impact a range of
stakeholders and areas including Wagga Wagga city and the broader state of NSW.
State benefits resulting from interstate and international tourism are a realistic and likely benefits
stream due to the fact the upgrade will enable the National Shooting Ground to hold
international events. A qualitative assessment of benefits to the state of NSW is presented in
Table 2 below, with a quantitative assessment of direct benefits to Wagga Wagga presented in
section 3.5.2.
Table 2 Benefits to NSW
Benefit

Description
International tourism is the major benefit to the state of NSW that
will occur as a result of the project.
National shooting events currently attract visitors from countries
including New Zealand, Fiji, Samoa and South Africa. The ability to
host international shooting events will further this reach to include
visitors (competitors and families) from a range of Asian, European
and American countries.

International tourism

As Wagga Wagga does not have an international airport, visitors
will most likely access Wagga Wagga through Sydney, Melbourne
and Brisbane which of which Sydney is Australia’s predominant
international gateway. There are daily flights between the
international airports of Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane and
Wagga Wagga. These flights present a more convenient method of
travel (50 minutes – 1 ½ hour) when compared to the five-hour
minimum driving time.
Past experience (based on ACTA data) is that international visitors
typically visit for 7-8 nights for a national competition. Given the
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Description
need to enter and exit Australia through Sydney (likely), hosting an
international event in Wagga Wagga will contribute to an increase
in tourism related spending both in the local area (Wagga Wagga),
and to the broader state of NSW.
The proposed project will draw a broader and more diverse range
of visitors (competitors and families) to Australia, in particular
increasing visitation to Wagga Wagga and the state of NSW.
The proposed project will benefit the state of NSW by stimulating
the development of an Olympic ‘shooting precinct’ in the state.
ACTA is currently working with other user groups to establish the
area ACTA owns as a ‘shooting precinct’ capable of hosting other
disciples such as Pistol and Rifle. As such, this project would act as
a catalyst in the development of this precinct. Discussions with the
Pistol Club have commenced, future interest is confirmed but no
firm commitments were possible to date.

Development of an
Olympic sport precinct

The status of clay target shooting (and other shooting disciplines)
as a key and successful Olympic event for Australia (refer Appendix
B), coupled with the capacity to host international events infers that
NSW as a state could benefit from an Olympic sport precinct in the
city. Once the project is completed, the complex will likely be
promoted as Australia’s foremost shooting precinct, attracting an
increased number of visitors through an increased ability to host
local, state, national and international events for a range of shooting
disciplines.
NSW as a state will benefit from the precinct as this investment will
likely lead to more national competitions being held in NSW (and
not in neighbouring states) due to the international standard facility.
In addition to competitions, the precinct will also likely attract an
increased number of training opportunities over the range of
shooting disciplines.

Development of
regional NSW and
regional Australia

Improved regional
education offering

A key function of the Australian and NSW Governments is the
promotion of regional development and unlocking the economic
potential of regions. As such, any potential economic development
and growth in Wagga Wagga, the largest inland city in NSW, would
provide a benefit through meeting broader NSW and Australian
Government objectives for regional Australia.
The proposed project will likely unlock the economic potential of the
Wagga Wagga region through the development of an international
standard shooting facility in the city. This will strengthen the
regional economy of NSW through increasing regional tourism,
local job creation, and providing the best facility of its kind across
Australia. This will generate demand for use of the facility and
promote this region of NSW as a hub for shooting Olympic sport.
Following the development of the proposed project, ACTA propose
to provide a national shooting academy within the complex. This
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Description
would tie in with regional universities, schools and TAFE’s within
the surrounding area. The addition of an education facility in Wagga
Wagga would assist in meeting regional education goals for the
NSW Government. The location of a purpose built shooting
academy and training centre within NSW would also benefit NSW
by improving education service offerings across the state, with
particular regard to the states regional education.

3.3

Financial impact

The financial impact of the proposed project is detailed through the Cost-Benefit analysis
presented below and summarised in the Executive Summary above.
Considering assumptions and risks the analysis confirms a benefit to cost ratio exceeding 2
which is considered an attractive investment into State and regional economies.

3.4

Cost Benefit Analysis methodology and inputs

The methodology employed in this report is a rapid Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA). The CBA
model aims to capture the most significant measurable benefits and costs, but given the limited
timeframe, resources and information available, not all benefits/costs relevant to the project
have been measured and included. This section presents the rapid CBA methodology and
outlines key assumptions in the model.
3.4.1

Rapid CBA methodology

Cost benefit analysis (CBA) is a method used to aid decisions about the allocation of resources,
expressing both costs and benefits in monetary terms where possible to provide a basis for
direct comparison. The method discounts future costs and benefits to a present value, allowing
for comparison of alternative courses of action by reference to the net social benefits that the
proposal will likely produce for the community as a whole.
Figure 3-1 below outlines our preferred rapid CBA approach, fundamentally comparing
alternative project options to a defined base case to determine the incremental impact of the
project. Our approach is developed in accordance with best practice national and state
guidelines, including the Department of Finance and Administration (2006) Handbook of CostBenefit Analysis.
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Figure 3-1 Rapid CBA approach

Source: GHD

The key steps applied within the methodology include:
1.

Defining objectives, base and project case options – Defining the objectives in
addition to the base case and project case for comparison.

2.

Identification of benefits and costs – All benefits and costs are identified and quantified
where possible. These are the costs and benefits that may be expected due to the move
from the base case to the project case.

3.

Discount future costs and benefits – Appropriate measures of net economic worth are
generated, including Net Present Value (NPV) and the Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR).

4.

Calculate decision criteria – The selected measure/s of net economic worth are
calculated and interpreted. This report considers both the net present value (NPV) and
benefit cost ratio (BCR) measures, with further detail provided in Box 1 below.

5.

Sensitivity analysis – Where appropriate, decision criteria are calculated with a range of
input values to present the sensitivity of the output values to inputs.

6.

Summarise and report economic findings – The preferred option is determined from
the relevant decision criteria and a report prepared to summarise findings.

Box 1

Decision criteria

The measures of net economic worth considered in this report are:


Net Present Value (NPV) – the present value of the incremental benefits of the
project case minus the present value of the incremental costs of the base case.
Projects with a positive NPV have net benefits to society over the appraisal
period.



Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) – the ratio of the present value of the incremental
benefits of the project case to the present value of the incremental costs of the
base case. Projects with a BCR greater than one have net benefits to society
over the appraisal period.

The decision criteria (NPV and BCR) for the rapid CBA model are calculated as below:
=

( )−

(

)−

(

)
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=

( −
)
( )

( ) is the present value of all future impact streams discounted at the real
discount rate;
is the sum of the benefits;
is the operating costs; and
is the investment cost.
Economic benefits

The economic benefits considered within this study include the following:


Additional tourism – the value of additional tourism to the Wagga Wagga LGA brought
about by the project



Additional event benefits – incremental benefits associated with increased event
attendance, overall revenue, and use of facilities



Increased property values near development –This benefit is discussed but not quantified
through the model.

Assumptions regarding these economic benefits are provided in section 3.4.4.
3.4.3

Rapid CBA model exclusions

While the rapid CBA model aims to measure material variation in relative benefits and costs,
given the limited timeframe, resources and availability of information, not all benefits/costs
relevant to the project have been measured and included.
3.4.4

Economic assumptions

The economic assessment was undertaken taking into account the following assumptions:


Project construction period – 2017 financial year to January 2018



Project operational from January 2018 (in time for DTL World Championships in March
2018)



The evaluation period is 25 years, from 2017 to 2041 financial year



A real discount rate of 7 per cent was applied to the analysis, with sensitivity tests
conducted with real discount rates respectively of 3 per cent and 10 per cent. A central real
discount rate of 7 per cent was utilised in the analysis as per NSW Treasury Guidelines for
Economic Appraisal.



All values represented in real 2016/2017 dollar terms (all values expressed in other dollar
terms were updated using the ABS CPI June 2016 data set)



Project capital costs, operating costs, and event costs/revenue were obtained from ACTA
budget estimates. It is assumed that no additional capital expenditure is committed under
the business as usual / base case



The financial model presents analysis for three shooting event types (International,
National, State) and two conference event types (400 people, 800 people). The following
assumptions were taken into account for each event type:
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– Percentage of visitors (non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents) at each event – 90 per cent
(as obtained from ACTA);
– Number of events per year – obtained from ACTA World Championships 2018 National
Ground Development - National Strategy 2018, NSWCTA 2016 Blue Book and World
DTL Championship event rotations. Based on the current World DTL Championship
event hemisphere rotation and country location (Alternate North/South hemisphere
each two years, with Southern Hemisphere rotating between SA, NZ and AU), it was
assumed that Wagga Wagga as the national headquarters would host each Australian
event, equating to one event per 12 years.
– Total visitors per event – obtained from ACTA and the ACTA World Championships
2018 National Ground Development - National Strategy 2018
– Length of time (nights) spent in Wagga Wagga per event – obtained from ACTA and
the ACTA World Championships 2018 National Ground Development - National
Strategy 2018
– Average visitor overnight spend in Wagga Wagga – obtained from ACTA, and
Business NSW Tourism spending figures
– Total revenue and total costs per event – estimate sourced from ACTA
– Total participants and hours of shooting activity per year– obtained from ACTA


It is assumed that the project will be completed in January 2018, in preparation for the
World DTL Championships to be held in March 2018. As such the majority of works will be
undertaken in the 2017 financial year. It is assumed that 67% of the budget will be spent in
the 2017 financial year, with remainder (33%) to be spent in 2018 financial year



The analysis assumes that the project will accrue benefits from January 2018 onward



As detailed by ACTA, there is no entry fee for spectators. Monetary revenue is received in
entries and sponsorships. ACTA distributes prizes.

3.4.5

Model inputs

Event inputs
A number of inputs were required to determine the benefits of additional tourism and attendance
at shooting and conference events. Table 3-3 presents the significant inputs/assumptions
utilised in the model.

Table 3-3 Event based inputs
Shooting event
Input

Number of events per
year

Total visitors per event

Conference

Case
International

National

State

400 people

800 people

Base

0

3

4

0

0

Project

01

3

4

4

2

Base

0

1800

N/A

0

0

220

2000

N/A

400

800

Project

Based on current World DTL Championship event hemisphere rotation and country location (Alternate North/South
hemisphere each two years, with Southern Hemisphere rotating between SA, NZ and AU), it was assumed that Wagga hosts
each Australia event, equating to one event per 12 years.
1
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Base

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

event

Project

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

Nights spent in Wagga

Base

5

10

2

0

0

Project

5

10

2

3

3

Base

$180

$180

$180

$0

$0

Project

$180

$180

$180

$220

$220

Wagga LGA residents per

Wagga per event

Average overnight spend
per visitor

Sources: ACTA, ACTA National Ground Strategy 2018, Business Wagga Wagga, NSWCTA Blue Book

Event cost and revenue inputs
The costs and revenue associated with each event have been included within the model and
are based on historical figures. Table 3-4 presents these costs and revenue per event type.
Table 3-4 Event cost and revenue
Shooting event
Input

Conference

Case
International

Total costs per event

Base
Project

Total revenue per event

$126,850

Base
Project

National

State

$110,8452

$35,3232

$110,8452

$35,3232

400 people

800 people

$36,000

$72,000

$285,326
$245,000

$295,000

Source: ACTA

3.5

Cost Benefit Analysis results

This section presents the results of the cost benefit analysis for the ACTA Stage 3 site upgrade.
3.5.1

Costs

Capital and maintenance costs
The initial project capital cost incorporates the budgeted expenditure on all components of the
upgrade. These costs are sourced from the ACTA World Championships 2018 National Ground
Development Strategy. Annual maintenance cost (historical and future estimates) for the
precinct have been provided by ACTA.
Capital and maintenance costs of the base case and project case are presented in Table 3-5. It
is assumed that the capital costs are incurred in the 2017 and 2018 financial years, with
maintenance costs incurred annually.

2

The cost varies with the size of the three events. This figure represents the average cost of an event.
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Table 3-5 Capital and maintenance costs
Component

Case

Total Cost
(nominal)

Discounted Cost
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Capital cost

Base

$0

$0

$6,768,558

$6,620,957

$6,768,558

$6,620,957

Base

$1,250,000

$623,467

Project

$1,880,000

$880,164

$630,000

$256,697

Project
Net cost
Maintenance cost

Net cost
Source: ACTA, ACTA National Ground Strategy 2018

Operating costs (events)
Event operating costs were provided by ACTA, noting that the exact event cost varies with
event size. The information provided by ACTA on previous events was utilised to establish a
basis for ‘per event’ cost for each type of shooting and conference event. Table 3-6 presents
these costs.
Table 3-6 Event operating costs
Component

Case

Total Cost
(nominal)

Discounted Cost
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Per event costs

Base

$10,962,650

$5,467,878

Project

$17,326,591

$8,164,241

$6,363,941

$2,696,363

Net cost

Source: ACTA, ACTA National Ground Strategy 2018

3.5.2

Benefits

Value of additional tourism
Benefits from additional tourism are driven by the enhanced ability of ACTA to host more
shooting events per year and to cater for an increased number of visitors at each event. A
higher number of visitors will result in more visitor nights of accommodation in Wagga Wagga
and an associated increase in tourism spending.
In addition to shooting events, the upgrade will enable ACTA to host conference events which
will provide a new source of tourism based spending into the local economy.
The benefits from additional tourism are summarised in Table 3-7.
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Table 3-7 Benefits from additional tourism
Total Benefit
(nominal)

Discounted Benefit
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Component

Case

Value of additional
tourism (to Wagga
Wagga LGA)

Base

$236,520,000

$117,969,875

Project

$291,718,800

$136,648,235

$55,198,800

$18,678,359

Net cost

Source: ACTA, ACTA National Ground Strategy 2018, Business Wagga Wagga, NSWCTA Blue Book

Additional revenue
In addition to driving higher tourism expenditure in the local economy, additional events and
event capacity will also enable ACTA to receive increased revenue from each event. In
particular, the construction of the conference venue will unlock a new revenue stream for ACTA
and Wagga Wagga (as no facility currently exists with the proposed conference seating
capacity).
The benefits from additional revenue are detailed in Table 3-8.
Table 3-8 Benefits from additional revenue
Total Benefit
(nominal)

Discounted Benefit
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Component

Case

Additional revenue

Base

$21,399,450

$10,673,476

Project

$22,615,000

$11,365,999

$1,215,550

$692,523

Net cost
Source: ACTA

ACTA may also see an increase in revenue from current visitors, which would be in addition to
the benefits received from ‘new’ visitors (as a result of increased capacity and number of
events). For example, visitors may choose to spend their money in the new restaurant facility
instead of an establishment in the city. However, whilst this impacts the benefits to ACTA, it is
not captured within this CBA because it is essentially representative of a ‘transfer’, i.e. the visitor
either spends their money in the city (and contributes to the ‘additional tourism benefits’) or at
the new restaurant facility (and contributes to the ‘additional revenue benefit’).
Increased property values near development
There is evidence to suggest that sporting infrastructure redevelopments increase property
values in surrounding areas (Department of Sport and Recreation (Western Australia), 2012).
However, existing evidence and information is not sufficient to estimate a benefit for adjacent
properties, and as such this benefit remains unquantified in the model.
3.5.3

Results

The results of the rapid CBA are presented for both the NPV and BCR decision criteria for the
specified project option. The GHD results in Table 3-9 are the discounted costs/benefits in 2017
financial year dollars discounted at a rate of 7 per cent.
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Table 3-9 Rapid CBA results
Component

Discounted Cost / Benefit
(7% discount rate)

Costs
Capital costs
Maintenance costs

$6,620,957
$256,697

Operating costs

$2,696,363

Net costs

$9,574,017

Value of additional tourism

$18,678,359

Benefits

Additional revenue

$692,523

Net benefits

$19,370,883

NPV

$9,796,865.6

BCR

2.02

Decision criteria

Overview
Based on the assumptions and approach outlined in the previous sections, the NPV for the
project case is $9.80 million, with a BCR of 2.02. From an economic perspective, the option
produces a BCR that is greater than 1.0, indicating that the benefits to the community outweigh
the costs to the community for the project.
It is worth noting that the majority of benefits from the project (96%) are a direct result of
additional tourism spending in the Wagga Wagga LGA economy, and as such the assumptions
informing this benefit component are most influential in the calculation of the NPV and BCR
results.
Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis was performed to understand how a change in input variables affected the
NPV and BCR decision criteria results. Table 3-10 presents the input variables that were tested
by GHD through the sensitivity analysis and the results of the analysis. A summary of results is
provided below:
a.

Discount rate – The results show that the BCR is still greater than 1.0 at a 10% discount
rate, and as such project benefits outweigh costs.

b.

Percentage of non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents at events – The results show that if
the percentage of visitors at events is below 40.0% the BCR is below 1.0. In this situation
the project costs outweigh the benefits.

c.

Future maintenance costs – The results infer that a +/- 20% variance in maintenance
costs does not significantly impact the BCR.
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d.

Conferences per year (i.e. one 400 and one 800-person conference) – If only one 400
and on 800-person conference are held per year, the BCR is reduced to 0.83. As such,
project benefits are outweighted by costs. This is a large decrease in BCR and illustrates
importance of additional conferences to the project.

e.

Average visitor overnight spend in Wagga Wagga (% of assumed value) – Even if
average visitor spend is half of the initial assumptions, project benefits outweigh project
costs. However, the BCR is reduced from 2.02 to 0.83, indicating the importance of visitor
spend (and additional tourism spending) to the project.
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Table 3-10 Sensitivity test results
Sensitivity parameter

Discount rate

Percentage of non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents

Future maintenance costs (% of base value)

at events
Sensitivity value

3.00%

7.00%

10.00%

30.00%

50.00%

70.00%

80.00%

100.00%

120.00%

Net discounted costs

$11,417,867

$9,574,017

$8,717,561

$9,574,017

$9,574,017

$9,574,017

$9,397,984

$9,574,017

$9,750,050

Net discounted benefits

$35,489,985

$19,370,883

$12,094,238

$6,918,643

$11,069,390

$15,220,136

$19,370,883

$19,370,883

$19,370,883

$34,564,763

$18,678,359

$11,510,766

$6,226,120

$10,376,866

$14,527,613

$18,678,359

$18,678,359

$18,678,359

$925,222

$692,523

$583,472

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

NPV

$24,072,118.8

$9,796,865.6

$3,376,676.8

-$2,655,374.0

$1,495,372.5

$5,646,119.1

$9,972,898.3

$9,796,865.6

$9,620,832.9

BCR

3.11

2.02

1.39

0.72

1.16

1.59

2.06

2.02

1.99

Value of additional tourism
Additional revenue

Sensitivity parameter

Conferences per year (i.e. one 400 and one 800

Average Visitor overnight spend in Wagga Wagga (% of assumed

person conference)

value)

Sensitivity value

1

2

3

50.00%

80.00%

100.00%

120.00%

Net discounted costs

$7,593,649

$8,781,870

$9,970,091

$9,574,017

$9,574,017

$9,574,017

$9,574,017

Net discounted benefits

$6,300,454

$14,142,711

$21,984,968

$10,031,703

$15,635,211

$19,370,883

$23,106,555

$5,607,931

$13,450,188

$21,292,445

$9,339,180

$14,942,688

$18,678,359

$22,414,031

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

NPV

-$1,293,195.0

$5,360,841.4

$12,014,877.7

$457,685.9

$6,061,193.7

$9,796,865.6

$13,532,537.5

BCR

0.83

1.61

2.21

1.05

1.63

2.02

2.41

Value of additional tourism
Additional revenue
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Conclusion

The rapid CBA evaluated the proposed site upgrade at ACTA, incorporating a Club House / Hall
of Fame / 650-seat dinner Function / 1,000- seat Conference facility and integrated ACTA
national Administration offices. The site will also comprise of Olympic Discipline Traps, the
required International standard stands and covers, sealed driveway roads, sealed 55 space car
park and drainage.
The analysis provided a net present value for the project case of $9,796,866 (at a 7 per cent
discount rate) and a BCR equal to 2.02. This indicated that the project benefits are greater than
the project costs, and that the project is economically viable at a 7 per cent discount rate, based
on the input assumptions. However, it was noted that the majority of project benefits (96%) were
derived from additional tourism-related spending, inferring that the project is underpinned, and is
contingent on, benefits to the local economy through additional spending resulting from
additional national and international visitors. The nature of this quantified benefit is contingent
with the nature of the shooting sports and associated events attracting participants not only
nationally but also internationally. Furthermore: the successful hosting of medium and large
conferences would be reliant on national and international visitors to regional NSW in this
instance.
The sensitivity analysis provided insight into significant project input variables, specifically the
percentage of non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents at each event, the number of conferences per
year, and average visitor spend.

3.6

Risk assessment

A Risk Assessment is included as Appendix D and assessed the key risks during project
implementation and within a tight timeframe and operation of the facility once established.

3.7

Sustainability

ACTA is committed to managing the impact on the environment and operating the National
Shooting Ground complex in an environmentally sustainable manner. This includes the
provision of the upgraded facility, which will focus on the required infrastructure for the 2018
world championship.
The NSW Government supports the implementation of Agenda 21, a voluntary implemented
action plan of the United Nations which supports ecological sustainability in development.
Resources will be managed in ways that meet Government sustainability targets, goals and
priorities, and include the following initiatives:


Orientation of buildings to take advantage of winter sun and for warmth and natural light



Consideration of energy efficient materials and layouts to enhance and optimise efficiency
of systems and power usage



Water reduction and reuse opportunities for the efficient use of resources and potential
economic and environmental benefits



Thermal content for more efficient heating and cooling requirements



Low emission materials for improved air quality



Adaptability of design for changing technological security or procedural needs.

The project will promote and deliver sustainability by considering the environmental, social and
economic aspects of the project through:


The project has addressed social aspects by engaging with stakeholders to ensure they
have satisfactory input into the planning process. The investment in the National
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Shooting Ground has the potential to provide numerous benefits to the Wagga Wagga
LGA community, in addition to the surrounding region and broader state.


The economic aspects of sustainability have shaped the project by ensuring there are
sufficient resources to deliver the project and that the expenditure of these resources will
provide value for money



The environmental impact has been minimised through the adoption of whole of life
decision making and sustainable design principles in accordance with the NSW
Government’s commitment to Total Asset Management planning.

3.8

Technical standards and legislative requirements

The architectural design and design for internal fittings are done by Icono Architects from
Wagga Wagga. ACTA does not have in-house resources for the project implementation, hence
contracted with GHD Pty Ltd for the provision of professional services through the
implementation and defects liability stages of the project. GHD has a local office in Wagga
Wagga and experienced project managers, engineers and environmental scientists. GHD
employs a sub-contracting entity Salvestro Planning Group for the Development Application /
planning services. Salvestro’s is a long-standing planning service provider in Wagga Wagga
and well suited for this project. GHD also manages Icono on behalf of ACTA. Details of the
project stages, resources and compliance are as follows:
Planning
ACTA has currently engaged GHD Pty Ltd and sub-contractor Salvestro Planning Group to
prepare documentation for a Development Application and to obtain two Construction
Certificates (one for the Early Works Package, and another for the main construction contract).
Furthermore, given the land portion being owned by the Wagga Wagga City Council and the
development cost being over $5 million, assessment will be made by the Joint Regional
Planning Panel (JRPP). Documentation which will form the DA includes:


Final approved building layout (developed by Icono building design to the relevant building
code)



Flood Impact Assessment (inform Statement of Environmental Effects SEE)



Traffic Impact Assessment (inform SEE)



Details on staging for the early works package (Earth Pad and Slab)



S94A Levy Cost Assessment Form

Design


Fire Rating - Under the BCA requirements the clubhouse falls under the building
classification of type C construction for Class 9b buildings. As such the building design will
be developed under this classification.



Flood Level - The final building levels are being derived to cater for the 1 in 20 flood level
with the earth pad and finished ground slab to have 500mm cover.



The following requirements have been assumed as the basis for selecting suitable design
concepts and preliminary building services:
a. Low lifecycle costs (i.e. factoring capital costs, energy costs & maintenance costs)
b. Ease of maintenance, and serviceable from local technicians in Wagga Wagga.
c.

Energy efficiency for hot water, plant and gas equipment
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d. Energy efficient lighting lay-out design, selection and automatic management / shut off
sensors where applicable
e. HVAC systems to be zoned appropriately for how the building will be used (so that
areas not in use can be shut down whilst other zones continue to operate efficiently).
f.

Low noise from the HVAC, particularly in the conference halls.

g. Hydraulic water and gas systems to be designed appropriately with control/isolation
valves in strategic locations (so that areas can be shut down whilst other areas
continue to operate) during maintenance and servicing.
h. Water efficient systems and equipment

Technical Standards
The following technical have been used for the building services.
Mechanical design - The mechanical services will be designed in accordance with the
following standards:


National Construction Code (NCC) 2016



Mechanical ventilation and air conditioning: AS/NZS 1668.1-1998 and AS 1668.2-2012.



Electrical work: AS/NZS 3000.



Fixed access ways: AS 1657.



Microbial control: AS 3666.



Plumbing and drainage: AS/NZS 3500



Commissioning and Testing: CIBSE commissioning codes M, W, A, B and C.

Electrical design - The electrical services will be designed in accordance with the following
standards:


Interior lighting: To AS/NZS 1680



Lighting protection: To AS/NZS 1768



Road lighting: To AS/NZS 1158



Emergency escape lighting and exit signs: To AS/NZS 2293

Hydraulic design and Wet Fire services - The hydraulic and wet fire services will be designed
in accordance with the following standards:


Maintenance of Fire Protection Systems and Equipment: AS 1851



Portable Fire Extinguishers: AS 2444



Fire Hydrant Installations: AS 2419.1



Electrical Installations (Australian and New Zealand Wiring Rules): AS/NZS 3000



National Plumbing and Drainage Part 0: Glossary of Terms: AS/NZS 3500.0



National Plumbing and Drainage Part 1: Water Services: AS/NZS 3500.1



National Plumbing and Drainage Part 2: Sanitary Plumbing and Drainage: AS/NZS 3500.2
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National Plumbing and Drainage Part 3: Stormwater Drainage: AS/NZS 3500.3



National Plumbing and Drainage Part 4: Hot Water Supply Systems: AS/NZS 3500.4



Pressure Piping: AS 4041



Building Code of Australia Volume 1 (BCA)



Plumbing Code of Australia (PCA)

Building Code of Australia (BCA)


GHD have currently engaged an external suitably accredited BCA consultant to certify the
building under the current Building Code of Australia.



GHD has programmed to undertake defects inspection and commissioning upon
completion for each discipline (mechanical, electrical, hydraulics and kitchen consultant)
and to review operations & maintenance manuals and as-built documentation provided by
the managing contractor.



An environmental clearance certificate (ECC) is required for all works including overland
stormwater controls outside the perimeter of the facility. This has not yet been completed
and will be completed by the Contractor.
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Implementation
4.1

Project planning

The key implementation project planning stages and activities are listed in Table 11:

Table 11 Implementation program
Milestone

Description / Notes

Proposed Deliverable
Date

Proposal

User requirement formulated, cost estimate and
funding requirements.

31 January 2017

Project Management
Plan Finalised

Finalise Project Management Plan to obtain
practical project completion and identification of
critical activities and early works packages.

16 February 2017

Building Footprint
finalised
15% design

Confirmation of building footprint/layout in order
to proceed with construction
Completion of 15% design architectural 3D
models and SiD workshop
Completion of 30% design, civil design SiD
workshop, prepare 30% design brief
Completion of 70% design and SiD workshop

20 February 2017

Shortlist Tenderers

Collation of documents for EOI, EOI issue,
review and assessment of tender proposals

26 April 2017

Detailed design
complete
Obtain Approvals

Design complete and documentation collated
for RFT

15 June 2017

Obtain DA – SEE, relevant approvals, licenses
and planning permits including Construction
Certificate
Successful construction tenderer notified and
engaged, contracts prepared and signed

3 May 2017

Construction
commencement

Successful Contractor to provide site specific
PMP, Safety Plan, Environmental Plan, Quality
Assurance and Transport Management Plan
prior to construction services commence on-site

30 June 2017

Construction fitout
commencement
Construction complete

Tender Fitout and Assessment must occur prior
to fitout.
Includes all on-site plant/machinery activity

16 November 2017

Commissions & Defects
inspections

Defects/commissioning report

21 February 2018

Issue of practical
completion certificate
Defects liability period

Project complete

10 February 2018

30% design
70% design

Tender awarded

4.2

27 February 2017
27 March 2017
7 April 2017

13 June 2017

7 February 2018

9 February 2019

Governance

ACTA appointed GHD Pty Ltd as a professional consultancy to oversee, manage and execute
the project implementation. Contracts and key decisions are to be signed-off by ACTA
Executive under internal limits of delegated authority. ACTA selected GHD to provide the
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professional services required to manage and implement a procurement and construction
project of this nature.

About GHD
GHD is one of the world’s leading professional services companies operating in the global
markets of water, energy and resources, environment, property and buildings, and
transportation. GHD provides engineering, architecture, environmental and construction
services to private and public sector clients.
Established in 1928 and privately owned by its employees, GHD operates across five continents
– Asia, Australia, Europe, North and South America – and the Pacific region. GHD employs
more than 8500 people in 200+ offices to deliver projects with high standards of safety, quality
and ethics across the entire asset value chain. Driven by a client-service led culture, GHD
connects the knowledge, skill and experience of its people with innovative practices, technical
capabilities and robust systems to create lasting community benefits.
Committed to sustainable development, GHD improves the physical, natural and social
environments of the many communities in which GHD operates. GHD is guided by highest
standards of workplace health, safety, quality and environmental management systems, which
are certified by Lloyds Register Quality Assurance to the relevant international standards (ISO
and OHSAS).
In alignment with the global demands of water, energy and urbanisation, GHD aims to exceed
the expectations of its clients and contribute to their success.
For more information, visit www.ghd.com

Figure 2

Project delivery structure
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Procurement

See 4.1 above:
At 70% design stage Expressions of Interest (EOI) will be called from capable and reputable
local building contractors. EOI’s will be reviewed and a shortlist of contractors defined for final
tendering. Request for Tender (RFT) will be issued to shortlisted contractors, tenders received
and evaluated according to weighting criteria of:


Capability & Resources 25%



Value for money 30%



Methodology 15%



Quality Safety Environmental Management Plans 30%

Final selection will be in liaison with and approval of the ACTA CEO and Executive.

4.4

Service delivery changes

ACTA will address the following management changes before and during the construction
stage:


Develop and distribute a Project Information sheet to staff and neighbours;



Distribute Project Information sheet to all event attendees during the construction phase;



Conduct an internal workshop to inform staff and develop strategies for streamlining events
on the site during the construction stage – liaison with the Superintendent;



Appoint a Safety Officer;



Seek professional advice for contract variation recommendations and approvals during
construction;



Develop and implement a marketing strategy during the construction stage to promote and
conclude new facility bookings commencing the first year of operation;



Formalise a contract for restaurant operation;



Formalise contracts for service providers: maintenance, cleaning, insurance etc, and



Liaise with international shooting entities to promote events – long term

The CEO and Executive will continue beyond the construction phase and subject to annual
review and approval a long-term marketing strategy. The key performance indicators (KPI’s) of
senior staff responsible for marketing activities will be adjusted to reflect the marketing aspects
for the new development.

4.5

Risk analysis

A project Risk Assessment was conducted and included as Appendix D. This Risk Assessment
allocates tasks and responsibilities to ACTA Management and Executive. The Risk
Management Strategy will be developed and expanded in detail during the project
implementation stage, ready for implementation during the on-going operational phase of the
project. Key elements identified are:


Risk elements (see Appendix D);



Develop and manage the Risk Register;
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Define marketing objectives



Define market / client sectors



Develop KPI’s for ACTA management and marketing executives



Develop marketing strategy and annual review



Develop annual budget, measure progress and identify key issues for changes action



Allocate maintenance management responsibilities

4.6

Benefits realisation

This project is anticipated to provide a range of benefits to users of the National Shooting
Ground facility, in addition to the Wagga Wagga LGA and surrounding region and State. It is
NSW Government policy to maximise benefits of a project.
Table 12 below provides a summary of the main benefits expected to be realised at the
completion of this project, and the mechanisms that are proposed to be implemented to
measure these benefits.

Table 12 Summary of project benefits
Benefit
Category

Benefit Realised

User benefits
Construction
of new
facilities

To support the 2018 World Championships, the project will commence
construction of Olympic discipline facilities, a new Club House / Hall
of Fame / Function / Conference facility incorporating the ACTA
National administration offices.
There are numerous benefits that are realised through construction of
these facilities, including increased utilisation and patronage at the
facility, improved amenity and provision of best practice infrastructure
design.

Tourism
outcomes

The project is expected to drive additional tourism through the ability
to host both a greater quantity of events and a greater range of
events. The project will enable the complex to host international
events which will draw additional international tourism to Wagga
Wagga LGA and the state of NSW more broadly.
Improvement in tourism outcomes can be measured by Destination
NSW through metrics such as tourism spend, accommodation
utilisation, and the performance of local businesses during events.

Improved
amenity

The project will provide improved amenities at the National Shooting
Ground through the upgrade of traps and facilities to Olympic
Standard, and the provision of a conference centre and upgraded club
house. The improved amenity will improve the user experience, and
allow users to recreate in an Olympic standard environment.
Realisation of improved amenity at the Association can be measured
qualitatively through a combination of user and visitor feedback on the
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Benefit
Category

Benefit Realised
new facilities, and quantitatively through increase in
patronage/utilisation.

Other benefits
Financial
benefits

The financial benefits of the project primarily result from increased
utilisation of the facility at events that would not currently be held at
the complex due to lack of appropriate facilities. There are also
significant financial benefits to businesses in Wagga Wagga as a
result of international visitor influx associated with Olympic-standard
international tournaments.
This benefit can be measured through comparison of number of
events and revenue from events before and after the upgrade of the
facility. Tourism spend in the LGA, and patronage on flights to Wagga
Wagga airport can also be compared as a result of the facility.

Environmental
benefits

Environmental benefits of the project all stem from an improved,
contemporary design, and state of the art infrastructure. There are a
wide range of benefits such as reduced electricity usage due to design
of buildings, and improved efficiencies in lighting, mechanical and air
conditioning systems through implementation of a passive design
approach.

Social
benefits

There are a range of social benefits that will be realised through the
project, including community benefits as a result of an international
standard shooting precinct within Wagga Wagga.

4.7

Stakeholder consultation strategy

The key internal and external stakeholders are identified as follows:
Table 13

Stakeholder consultation

Stakeholder
Category

Description

Consulted

ACTA

Executive

Yes

Management

Yes

Members

Yes

Local Government

Wagga Wagga City Council

Yes

Site neighbours

Landowners

Yes

Occupants

Yes

Community

To be
consulted

Local businesses:
Restaurant owners

Yes
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Air passenger services

Yes

Tour operators

Yes

Hotels

Yes

Residents

Yes

Stakeholder consultation
As soon as preliminary concept plans are developed, ACTA will arrange attendance at two
Community Information Sessions and employ professional stakeholder engagement consultants
to manage the process:
Two Community Information Sessions will be held at a local venue such as Council’s offices or
the existing ACTA Clubhouse. The sessions would be in the format of a facilitated presentation
by the Consultant and ACTA staff, with time allowed for questions. The Consultant will provide
materials to support the presentation of information, which may include but not be limited to
PowerPoint presentations, maps, drawings and/or models. Following the presentation, team
members would be available to discuss the project with community members in a more informal
setting. Feedback forms would be provided to capture any input from community members for
consideration in the design process.
It is expected that one session would be held to provide an overview of the planning and design
process and seek feedback for consideration at this stage. A second session would be held to
present the final design and inform the community of ACTA’s approved decision. The sessions
will be advertised via Council’s existing communication channels and the Area News.
Allowance will be made for the preparation of presentation materials (PowerPoint presentation,
maps, feedback forms etc) text for advertisements, preparation of a short summary report and
attendance at the sessions by two consultant team members.
Other contact mechanisms
The consultant will setup and manage the following contact mechanisms to capture feedback
over the course of the project:
—

1800 phone line

—

Project email address

—

Reply paid mailing address

Community members and other stakeholders will be able to provide feedback through these
communication channels for consideration over the course of the project. All contact will be
recorded by the consultant on a spreadsheet and provided to ACTA for action and record
keeping.

4.8

Resourcing

Implementation phase
ACTA currently employs the professional services of GHD Pty Ltd for planning, architecture,
design, tender phase services, construction contract management and defects liability period
management.
During this phase (approximately 12 months) ACTA will task existing staff (CEO and executive
assistant) to:
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Negotiate and draft a contract agreement with a restaurant operator in Wagga Wagga



Develop a marketing strategy for approval by the ACTA Executive and revise annually



Actively market the new venue, liaise with international shooting entities for long-term
planning of events and venues;



Develop a position description and expand the responsibilities of the existing site Facility
Manager;



Engage a professional marketing agency or employ a suitably qualified person to approach
national and international businesses



Actively liaise with Wagga Wagga City Council’s public relations team on venue enquiries,
availability and upcoming events.

On-going management actions
After successful completion of the facility, the following tasks will be allocated to existing ACTA
management and included in monthly / annual reporting to the Executive:
Facility management
Restaurant service provider contract
Maintenance contract/s
Marketing responsibility: action plans and progress monitoring (ACTA CEO, assistant and
facilities manager)
Liaison and coordination with Wagga Wagga City Council Events Management
Engage or employ a professional marketing entity or person
Obtain legal advice from ACTA’s legal advisor regarding venue / rental contracts, maintenance
agreement/s, extension of indemnity and public liability insurance and management aspects.
Annual review of designated staff member’s KPI’s;
Annual review and update of marketing strategic plan, approval by the ACTA Executive.
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Appendices
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Appendix A - Three dimensional rendering of target
shooting precinct Wagga Wagga
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Appendix B - Australian clay target Olympic
performance

During the recent Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games the Australian ACTA team had Catherine
Skinner take a Gold medal in the Women’s trap event after making the final in 6th place. This
continues Australia’s success at Olympic level joining dual Olympic gold medallist Michael
Diamond and Gold medallists Russell Mark, Adam Vella and Suzy Balogh. Adam Vella and
Desire Barnes also won bronze medals. Catherine is 24 years old and has just completed her
Degree in Chemical Engineering.

2016 Australian Gold medallist Catherine Skinner
James Willett, the number one ranked Double trap shooter from Corowa (NSW) shot an
Olympic record in making the final. At 20 years old James has a great future representing
Australia in the shooting Sport.

2016 Australian world champion James Willett
The ACTA team attended the 2016 World Down The Line Championships in Ireland, at the
completion of the event Australia had no less than three world champions.
The Open World Champions is Matt Schiller from Boorowa (NSW), Ladies World Champion,
Laura Woolley , Victoria and Veterans World Champion Daryl Stevens, Queensland.
Australia’s World Junior Team won the 2016 Junior Teams event with our Ladies and Veterans
Teams also winning their World Teams events.
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Appendix C – Example of Event Impact Calculation
Methodology
The methodology below outlines the typical steps (with typical example screenshots) taken to
conduct the input-output analysis for the various ACTA events:
Selection of Local Government Area/Council – for the relevant region

Access the EIC – and enter the following data for each event to be analysed:


Event name



Type of event



Significance of event



Start date



Length of event (days)



Est. attendance per day



Est. average spend ($)



Event total spend ($)
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View results – The EIC takes these inputs and utilises the NIEIR modelled series data source
to produce the Event Impact Summary with the direct, industrial and consumption impact for the
following metrics:


Output ($)



Value-added ($)



Wages & salaries ($)



Full Time Employment (annual FTE)



Resident Jobs (annual FTE)

View reports – The EIC also produces a text report on each of the output metrics based on the
Event Impact Summary
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GHD RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX & Business Risk Consequence Descriptors

GHD Risk
Matrix

Likelihood
Almost
Certain
Likely
Possible
Unlikely
Very Unlikely

Consequence
Insignificant
A

Moderate
C

Major
D

Catastrophic
E

5 Low

Moderate

Significant

Extreme

Extreme

4
3
2
1

Low
Low
Negligible
Negligible

Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low

Significant
Significant
Moderate
Moderate

Extreme
Extreme
Significant
Moderate

Low
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

Consequence Descriptors
Insignificant

Business Risk

Minor
B

Minor

Moderate

Major

Catastrophic

No impact on the
business

Short-term impact on single office

Impact on single office requiring
support from operating centre
management team.

Impact on one operating centre
requiring involvement outside
of operating centre e.g.
business services

Impact on multiple operating
centres requiring direct
involvement from the board of
directors

No potential media or
involvement from
enforcement agencies

One off public exposure in local
media

Significant interest from local and/or
national media

Long term significant interest
from local and national media

Significant exposure in national
and international media

Serious impact on client
No impact on relationship Minimal impact on relationship with Negative impact on relationship with
relationship and possible loss
with client(s)
client(s )
client(s) requiring active management
of clients

Non compliance of GHD procedure Non compliance to established GHD
requirements with low potential for procedures, legislation or client
impact
requirement

Breach of legislation resulting
in infringement notice by
enforcement agencies or
possible prosecution

Irreparable client relationship,
loss of clients and industry
reputation

Prosecution at company and/or
individual level by enforcement
agency
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Introduction
1.1

Background to proposal

A business case is presented below for the development of a large clubhouse / conference
facility and associated infrastructure at the existing Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA)
facility in Wagga Wagga, NSW.
Refer to Appendix A for a three dimensional rendering of the target shooting precinct at Copland
Street and Tasman Road, Wagga Wagga. The immediate organisations that will benefit from
this proposed development includes:


Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA National Office – Wagga Wagga, NSW);



Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club (affiliated to Pistol Australia, NSW Amateur Pistol
Association and International Shooting Sport Federation), and



Wagga Small Bore Rifle Club (affiliated with Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia and
NSW Small Bore and Air Rifle Association).

Economic, social and other benefits to the city of Wagga Wagga, regional NSW and Australia
were considered in support of the proposed funding application.
The Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) National Ground is located at Tasman Road in
Wagga Wagga, NSW. The site consists of Lot 103 DP1012965 which was previously acquired
from the Wagga Wagga City Council. The ACTA National Ground comprises of:


Events office



Site shed



NSW Clay Target Association (CTA) office



Camping grounds with amenities



Twenty “Down the line” shooting layouts and



Ten Skeet layouts.

The ACTA National Office is located adjacent to the National Ground at 308 Copland Street.
The Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club Inc is located adjacent on Lot 3 DP869709 which also
houses the Wagga Small Bore Rifle Club.
The Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club is an established club with experienced members and
excellent facilities. It was founded in 1966 and since then has grown to become one of the
senior national clubs, playing host to both state and national competitions.
The Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club Inc offers members the option to compete in all five
International Shooting Sport Federation ( ISSF) Olympic style matches, Service Pistol and Black
Powder. Matches of every type are programmed at least once per month and range space is
available for members to shoot unscheduled events or practice components of their shooting to
improve skill.
Clay Target Shooting has different disciplines which include: Trap, Skeet, International Shooting
Sport federation (ISSF) and Sporting Clays. Each discipline varies in its approach and delivery
of targets to give a choice and different experience within Clay Target Shooting.
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Founded in 1947 the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) is the peak shooting body for
clay target shooting within Australia of which the Australian head office is located on the Wagga
Wagga site earmarked for development under this proposal.
Australia is a competitive country in the world for Clay Target Shooting having had great
success on the Olympic stage – Appendix B. ACTA believe that they can be number one in the
world for all International shooting disciplines and this epitomises ACTA’s aims for the future of
our association as they ‘constantly strive for the best’.
In 1997 a decision was made by the National Executive to move the National Office from its
former location in Melbourne to Wagga Wagga and establish the Wagga Gun Club site as a
National Shooting Ground. In 2000 the first of many National Championships were held at the
National Ground and the development of the Wagga Wagga Shooting Ground has caught the
imagination of our national Executive and Members”.
ACTA is responsible for administering, promoting and developing the sport of Clay Target
Shooting at state, national and international levels. ACTA has invested consistently over recent
years in upgrading the existing shooting and camping facilities with the aim of hosting not only
international but also Olympic discipline events. ACTA is of high standing internationally and
will be hosting the 13th World Down-The-Line (DTL) clay target championships to be held in
March 2018. This event will attract international shooters, world-wide media publicising not only
Australia but also the city of Wagga Wagga and pave the way for annual competitions at this
level.
ACTA proposes to invest $1.2 million of its accumulated funds for this proposal and propose to
obtain the remainder of funds required from the Australian Government. The proposed funding
will be invested in the following new infrastructure:


Club house with: restaurant, up to 900 – seat conference facility and integrated offices;



New main entrance on Copland Street;



Sealed driveway, and



Sealed 55 space car park.

Considering upgrades, the expansion planned and already underway at the adjacent pistol /
rimfire shooting clubs, the precinct is well positioned to grow for the benefit of all users many
years into the future.

1.2

Purpose of this report

ACTA engaged GHD to assess the available ACTA and public information and analyse the
short-, medium and long term social-economic benefits to support the funding application. The
benefits to the local community are defined within the context of the site being the host of
national events every year. The active marketing of the shooting sport associated with the 2018
World Championships, is analysed for its impact on an expected increased trend of sporting
shooters attending the precinct on a more frequent basis.

1.3

Scope and limitations

This report: has been prepared by GHD for Australian Clay Target Assoc Inc (ACTA) and may only be
used and relied on by ACTA for the purpose agreed between GHD and ACTA as set out in section 1.1 of
this report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than ACTA arising in connection with this
report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to the extent legally permissible.
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The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those specifically
detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions encountered
and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no responsibility or obligation
to update this report to account for events or changes occurring subsequent to the date that the report was
prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions made by
GHD described in this report (refer section 3.1.2 and 4.1.3) GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the
assumptions being incorrect.
GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by ACTA and others who provided
information to GHD (including Government authorities)], which GHD has not independently verified or
checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does not accept liability in connection with such
unverified information, including errors and omissions in the report which were caused by errors or
omissions in that information.

1.4

Assumptions

The data provided from ACTA is current and correct and data sourced from public and
government sources are reliable within the limits of accuracy of an analysis of this nature and
purpose of use.
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Regional Profile
2.1

Overview

Wagga Wagga is a city located in southern New South Wales, with road, rail and air
connections to Australia’s major cities including Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide. The
population of Wagga Wagga is approximately 63,000, supporting 33,660 local jobs and 5,444
local businesses, and generating $3.6 billion in Gross Regional Product1.
The strategic location of the city has the potential to be enhanced by a number of significant
proposed projects including the inland rail route (connecting Melbourne to Brisbane), the
proposed inland high-speed rail line and the Riverina Intermodal Freight and Logistics (RIFL)
hub.
Key industries include healthcare, retail and education, with agriculture a primary industry for
the broader Riverina region. Wagga Wagga also boasts a sizable visitor economy, with
available Council data indicating approximately 1.4 million people visiting the city annually,
spending $282 million at local businesses per year. Wagga Wagga has three sister cities with
relations fostered by the Wagga Wagga City Council and the Mayor of Wagga Wagga to
consistently grow international tourism:


Nördlingen, Bavaria, Germany,



Kunming, Yunnan Province, China, and



Leavenworth, Kansas, USA.

The availability and size of conference facilities in Wagga Wagga is considered with the aim of
identifying the future need for a larger facility capable of 500 – 900 seat events.

2.2

Wagga Wagga

Two key indicators of economic growth for the region are employment and population growth.
Figure 2-1 presents year on year employment and population growth for the past five years and
projected growth through to 2021, for the Riverina region. The major LGA’s within the region
include Wagga Wagga, Albury and Griffith.

1



Employment – employment growth is positive and relatively stable year on year, with the
exception of a shift in magnitude of growth for projections after 2016. (The stabilisation in
growth rate follows on exceptional recent growth followed by cyclic trends in the meat
industry).



Population – population growth is positive and has an increasing trend, with significant
growth witnessed between 2014 and 2016 as many new residents select Wagga Wagga as
a destination offering diverse employment opportunities.

Economy.ID 2016 and Business Wagga Wagga Economic Snapshot 2015
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Figure 2-1 Riverina employment and population growth
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Source: Population ID – Riverina Regional Cities Group 2016, Labour Market Information Portal
(LMIP) 2016

2.3

Shooting sports participation

Recreational shooting sports are cited by analysts as a popular and growing recreational activity
in Australia. The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) publishes data every two years relating to
Australia’s participation in sport and physical recreation. In this database participation in clay
shooting is classified under the ‘2shooting sports’ heading. The explanatory notes
accompanying the database describe that shooting sports includes hunting, bird shooting, clay
shooting, crossbow shooting, duck shooting, paintball, pistol shooting, rifle shooting, running
target shooting, shotgun shooting, skirmish, target shooting and trap shooting.
Figure 2-2 presents the ABS shooting sport participation data from 2006 through to 2014 (the
most recent dataset). From this figure it is observed that after a decline in participation between
2006 and 2010, participation has increased from 2010 to 2014. The data indicates that in any
given year there is between 50,000 and 60,000 Australians participating in shooting sports of
which ACTA has 14,000 members. The Sporting Shooter’s Association of Australia (SSAA) has
a national membership of 180,000.

2

Australian Bureau of Statistics 4177.0 / 18 February 2015
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Figure 2-2 Participation in shooting sports
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Source: ABS 4177.0 – Participation in Sport and Physical Recreation, Australia

2.4

Conference events analysis – Wagga Wagga

Business Events (BE) are a high yielding sector of the tourism industry and include association
meetings(conferences), incentive travel, corporate meetings, conventions and exhibitions.
(Source: Tourism Research Australia). “High Yielding” means people spend more on other
businesses around the conference, not actually at (or on) the BE. The Business Events Council
of Australia summarises a BE as “any public or private activity consisting of a minimum of 15
persons with a common interest or vocation, held in a specific venue or venues, and hosted by
any organisation (or organisations) 3”. It breaks down a BE into four different categories;
Meetings:


off-site gatherings in a commercial venue;



more than 15 persons; and



with a common purpose.
Incentives:



programs which are attended by ‘high achievers' to recognise and further motivate
performance



incentives are also used to introduce new products and services to key players
Conventions:

3



also referred to as conferences,



a large assembly of participants, often several thousand,



with many international visitors

Business Events Council of Australia (BECA) 2016
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most conventions will have some form of exhibition attached
Exhibitions:



the gathering of suppliers to display their product and services for trade and public exhibition
purposes
Functions:



off-site gatherings in a commercial venue



more than 15 persons



catering for a celebration, cultural activity or leisure pastime



often held by individuals, or community groups
It must be noted that a BE does not include weddings, theatre style shows, presentations or
other community ceremonies. Business Event (BE) space in Wagga Wagga is extremely varied
in regards to its offering, quality of services and size. The existing BE market is considered to
benefit from a coordinated effort in marketing Wagga Wagga as a whole, as a possible
destination for events, and assistance on improving some aspects of individual business. This
should, in turn, improve the performance of some of the existing BE facilities, and improve the
awareness of the Wagga Wagga community of what is currently available. Investigations by the
Wagga Wagga City Council’s Commercial and Economic Development department indicated
that there are a small number of good quality BE facilities, and these are in high demand.
At least 50%of the facilities currently suitable for BE are 200 seats or smaller in size. This is
consistent with national research that demonstrates local group’s events on part or whole days
are the majority of Business Events. “Meetings” tend to generate 75% of total business event
spend4. Whilst international conferences or larger exhibition space does seem to be an
attractive, the smaller number of these events nationally, and the (perceived) disadvantage of
location of Wagga Wagga outside any major CBD implies that it may be difficult to successfully
compete in this market of 1000 seats and more.
The Wagga Wagga City Council’s Commercial and Economic Development department advised
in 2016 that there is current demand for a slightly larger BE space and suggested that a
commercial BE space catering for 350 – 500 theatre style (300 – 400 banquet) would alleviate
the identified demand for this sized space from some local schools, community or charity
groups, Council and the overflow of events from the Wagga Wagga Civic Theatre. The space
requires suitable technology, the ability to create an ‘experience’, good service and a kitchen
and wet bar to provide high quality food and beverage packages.
Not only is the size or configuration of the BE space important, but the business model and
other financial factors will determine whether this space is successful in terms of event size,
visitor’s spend and event frequency. Council face the decision of supporting private business to
build and manage a facility, or consider building and managing one as an extension of their
already successful Civic Theatre business unit.
Considering recent trends and consultation with Wagga Wagga City Council, the need has been
identified by ACTA to provide for Wagga Wagga an additional facility that is:

4



required by the local population,



financially sustainable,



promote business and economic activity in the Riverina, and

Deloitte Access Economics 2014
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able to provide exceptional experience and quality of service.
The sizes of international conferences are normally between 1,000 and 5,000 delegates, and
this size would suggest a varied range of conference, meeting, lecture and exhibition space
would be required.

Studies in Australia by BECA and the Business Events Industry Strategy Group (2008) suggest
that this is not the most common, or lucrative BE market. A comprehensive Australian BE Study
was completed in 2003 by the national Business Events Study (NBES) for Sustainable Tourism
CRC found international attendees make up just 1 per cent of the total market. Local attendees
made up 87% of the market. (Intrastate 8%, Interstate 4%). A survey of the four largest
(between 1,000 and 5,000 attendees) international conferences held in Sydney from 2009 to
2011 measured the response of over 1,000 delegates from all over the world5. Approximately
54% (of survey responders) were from overseas, and 26% were from NSW. This survey
demonstrates that even the largest Australian business events are attended by approximately
50% international delegates.
With the small attendance numbers in mind, the regional location of Wagga Wagga combined
with the cost of developing such a large facility would suggest this market would be financially
unviable.
Wagga Wagga City Council published a list of more than 40 BE spaces6. However, feedback
from local government representatives indicates that this space was either insufficient in size,
quality, or lacked one of the ‘essential’ features such as quality onsite catering, or technological
equipment.


Only 15 premises or 35% had the ability to offer accommodation



Only around half are located in the CBD



The quality of facilities was lacking



Only a third of the BE facilities scored 75% or above in the success criteria



Approximately 55 % of the centres scored 50% or above in the success criteria
The assessment of current BE Space capacity showed that only one third of BE event facilities
reported being more than 70% full, and just over half 50% full. Examination of the use of
existing facilities in Wagga Wagga suggests there are a small number of better performing
facilities that get the majority of business in the market rather than operating capacity being a
true reflection of demand.
Advice by the Wagga Wagga City Council’s Business and Economic Development department
confirmed that existing supply does not fulfil current demand needs in regards to quality,
services provided or size of space. Apart from encouraging improvements of existing
accommodation, a limit on the size of BE space offered was identified. Namely, there is very
little supply of quality space for banquets or theatrette with seating for 350 people or more.
The Wagga Wagga City Council surveyed potential user groups to determine whether there is
demand for larger flat floor auditorium BE space7. Groups were specifically asked whether they
have demand for 300 banquet or 350 theatre seats or more, what configuration, and how many
times a year they require the accommodation. Groups contacted included:

Beyond Tourism Benefits – Measuring the social legacies of business events. Dr D Edwards, Dr G
Foley, Dr K Schlenver. University of Technology, Sydney.
6 Wagga Wagga Conference & Function Venues Guide 2016
7 Unpublished internal report – Advised by the Wagga Wagga City Council Economic Development &
Visitor Economy 2016
5
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19 Schools,



11 Dance Schools,



6 Charity or community groups



Council and Civic Theatre
Council identified that a larger (300 – 500 seat theatre style) BE space could be used 28 times a
year (based on a small sample of potential user groups). Some of these events such as the
children’s shows would be hosted for more than a single day / performance.

Existing BE space rates range from less than $500 per day for some of the larger more popular
spaces in Wagga Wagga. The Charles Sturt University’s Wagga Wagga campus charges $660
per day for the 1,000 seat theatre. Food and beverages, services and technology are usually
additional to these rates. These venues are typically frequented for regional school events and
conferences and would not be considered attractive for national or international events.
BE space in Wagga Wagga is extremely varied in regards to its offering, quality of services and
size. The existing BE market is considered to potentially benefit from a coordinated effort in
marketing Wagga Wagga as a whole as a possible destination for events, and assistance on
improving some aspects of individual business. This should, in turn, improve the performance of
some of the BE facilities, and improve the awareness of the Wagga Wagga community of what
is currently available. Council’s investigations confirmed there are a small number of good
quality BE facilities, and these are in high demand. The majority of facilities currently available
are 200 seats or smaller in size. This is consistent with national research that demonstrates the
majority of Business Events are local group or whole day events. “Meetings” tend to generate
the most total BE spend. Whilst international conferences or larger exhibition space does seem
to be a potential business opportunity for Wagga Wagga, the small number of these events
nationally, and the (perceived) disadvantage of location of Wagga Wagga outside any major
CBD implies it may be difficult to successfully compete in this market.
Council concluded that there is current demand for a larger, better quality BE space than offered
by the majority of existing facilities. A commercial BE space that could cater for 350 – 500
theatre style (300 – 400 banquet) would alleviate much of the identified unfulfilled demand from
some local schools, community or charity groups, Council and the overflow of events from the
Civic Theatre. The space requires suitable technology, the ability to create an ‘experience’,
good service and a kitchen and wet bar to provide high quality food and beverage packages
would enhance the facility’s future success.
Not only is the size or configuration of the BE space important, but the business model,
advertising and marketing and other financial factors will determine whether such a space is
successful.
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Impact of Expenditure
The proposed site upgrade will enable a greater array of events to be held at the ACTA site in
Wagga Wagga. The ability to increase the capacity of current events and run new events will
provide value to the Wagga Wagga and Riverina economy through additional jobs and money
into the local / regional economy. This section presents the potential economic impact of various
ACTA events through use of an input-output model.

3.1

Input-output models

3.1.1

Overview

Input-output models are a tool utilised to estimate the economic impact of a specific activity,
project or investment. The models are based on a large collection of data that describes the
functioning of, and interrelationships that exist within, an economy. Input-output models draw on
this data and apply analytical techniques to predict the behaviour of the economic system in
response to an activity.
Regional input-output models provide multipliers (derived from regional data) to estimate the
effect of an initial change in economic activity on the wider regional economy. Multipliers used in
the input-output models are typically generated from detailed industry accounts that incorporate
inter-industry relationships in order to highlight the impact of demand changes on particular
industry sectors within a region.
3.1.2

Limitations

It is important that the limitations of the input-output modelling approach are considered when
interpreting the results of any analysis. Box 1 presents some of the main assumptions that
accompany input-output models.
Box 1

Input-output assumptions

It is important to recognise the key assumptions that accompany a typical input-output model
as they must be considered when interpreting the projected impacts of an event. These
include the following:


Increases in demand in the region are serviced by industries with constant
proportions – there are no significant price adjustments that occur



Constant returns to scale (and fixed input proportions) are implied through a linear
production function for industries



Firms are homogenous, such that they produce a set of products that is not
produced by any other sector



Input-output analysis assumes that the industrial structure of the pre-existing
regional economy remains unchanged as a result of the new project/event



The model is a static model that does not consider the dynamic processes
involved in the adjustment to an external change



The results of input-output models represent the gross impacts in the absence of
capacity constraints



For this project, the input-output tables are based on data contained within the
Event Impact Calculator (EIC) model developed by National Institute of Economic
and Industry Research (NIEIR) and GHD.
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3.2

Event impact analysis

3.2.1

Event Impact Calculator (EIC) overview

The above mentioned EIC was used by ACTA to calculate the potential economic impact of a
range of shooting and conference events at the National Shooting Ground.
The EIC calculates the economic impact that an event may have across a range of metrics
including output, value added, employment, wages and salaries, and local jobs. The calculation
requires a number of inputs about the event including the event length, number of visitors,
average visitor spend per day and the type of event.
3.2.2

Events analysed

Data of a number of shooting and conference events was processed through the EIC tool in
order to assess how future events (after the site upgrade) may impact the regional / state
economy. Table 3-1 presents the range of events analysed by GHD through the EIC:
Table 3-1 Events analysed
Shooting events
Event category

Event

International

World Championships
Trap shooting

National

Sporting shooting
Skeet shooting
Trap shooting

State

Sporting shooting
Skeet shooting

Conference events
Event category

Event
400 people

Conference

500 people
800 people

Arts and heritage

3.2.3

Stone the Crows

Results

The analysis of each event was computed by GHD using the EIC tool, with the output metrics
for each event (and total spend) displayed in Table 3-2. All events analysed were considered to
be of ‘State’ significance and within the ‘Business’ event category, with the exception of the
Stone the Crows event which was described as an ‘Arts and Heritage’ event.
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Current events
The results indicate that the most significant current shooting event held is the National Trap
shooting event, which provides a potential output of $5.6 million from a $3.1 million spend. This
event also employs approximately 42 annual FTE’s. In comparison to this event, the other
shooting events currently held by ACTA at the National Shooting ground are observed to have a
less significant impact, with potential output ranging from $157,000 (State Sporting) to $1.5
million (National Skeet) and 1.2 to 11.1 annual FTE employment, respectively.
However, the Stone the Crows cultural event (which will be held until at least 2024), is observed
to be the second most significant current event, with a potential output of $2.1 million and 16.4
annual FTE employment.
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Table 3-2 Event Impact analysis
Shooting events
Event

Event Total Spend

Output ($)

Value-added ($)

Wages & salaries
($)

Employment (annual
FTE)

Resident Jobs
(annual FTE)

World Championships

$6,844,200

12,115,527

5,634,586

3,765,273

90.8

86.3

National Trap

$3,157,000

5,588,486

2,599,045

1,736,794

41.9

39.8

National Sporting

$166,500

294,736

137,074

91,598

2.2

2.1

National Skeet

$834,165

1,476,630

686,738

458,908

11.1

10.5

State Trap

$444,000

785,964

365,529

244,262

5.9

5.6

NSW (State) Sporting

$88,800

157,193

73,106

48,852

1.2

1.1

State Skeet

$138,750

245,614

114,228

76,332

1.8

1.7

Output ($)

Value-added ($)

Wages & salaries
($)

Employment (annual
FTE)

Resident Jobs
(annual FTE)

Conference events
Event

Event Total Spend

Conference 400 people

$198,900

353,821

162,382

111,639

2.6

2.5

Conference 500 people

$249,900

444,545

204,019

140,265

3.3

3.1

Conference 800 people

$402,900

716,715

328,928

226,141

5.3

5.0

Stone the Crows event

$1,182,650

2,132,373

994,278

692,959

16.4

15.5
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Future events
The results indicate that future events (made possible through the site upgrade) may have a
significant potential economic impact on the region. Notably, the World Championships, with a
total spend of $6.8 million, have the potential to generate a $12.1 million output and 90.8 annual
FTE’s. This analysis indicates that the World Championships event has the potential to be the
most significant event held at the National Shooting ground in Wagga Wagga, providing more
than double the output and employment of the next highest ranked event.
Whilst not as large as the World Championships, the potential output from conference events
(400, 500 and 800 people) made possible through the site upgrade is similar to the impact
measured for the current State shooting events. As such, the conference capability represents a
significant new impact source for ACTA.
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Cost Benefit Analysis
The methodology employed in this report is a rapid Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA). The CBA
model aims to capture the most significant measurable benefits and costs, but given the limited
timeframe, resources and information available, not all benefits/costs relevant to the project
have been measured and included. This section presents the rapid CBA methodology and
outlines key assumptions in the model.

4.1

Rapid CBA methodology

Cost benefit analysis (CBA) is a method used to aid decisions about the allocation of resources,
expressing both costs and benefits in monetary terms where possible to provide a basis for
direct comparison. The method discounts future costs and benefits to a present value, allowing
for comparison of alternative courses of action by reference to the net social benefits that the
proposal will likely produce for the community as a whole.
Figure 4-1 below outlines our preferred rapid CBA approach, fundamentally comparing
alternative project options to a defined base case to determine the incremental impact of the
project. Our approach is developed in accordance with best practice national and state
guidelines, including the Department of Finance and Administration (2006) Handbook of CostBenefit Analysis.
Figure 4-1 Rapid CBA approach

Source: GHD
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The key steps applied within the methodology include:
1.

Defining objectives, base and project case options – Defining the objectives in
addition to the base case and project case for comparison.

2.

Identification of benefits and costs – All benefits and costs are identified and quantified
where possible. These are the costs and benefits that may be expected due to the move
from the base case to the project case.

3.

Discount future costs and benefits – Appropriate measures of net economic worth are
generated, including Net Present Value (NPV) and the Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR).

4.

Calculate decision criteria – The selected measure/s of net economic worth are
calculated and interpreted. This report considers both the net present value (NPV) and
benefit cost ratio (BCR) measures, with further detail provided in Box 2 below.

5.

Sensitivity analysis – Where appropriate, decision criteria are calculated with a range of
input values to present the sensitivity of the output values to inputs.

6.

Summarise and report economic findings – The preferred option is determined from
the relevant decision criteria and a report prepared to summarise findings.

Box 2

Decision criteria

The measures of net economic worth considered in this report are:


Net Present Value (NPV) – the present value of the incremental benefits of the
project case minus the present value of the incremental costs of the base case.
Projects with a positive NPV have net benefits to society over the appraisal
period.



Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) – the ratio of the present value of the incremental
benefits of the project case to the present value of the incremental costs of the
base case. Projects with a BCR greater than one have net benefits to society
over the appraisal period.

The decision criteria (NPV and BCR) for the rapid CBA model are calculated as below:
𝑁𝑃𝑉 = 𝑃𝑉(𝐵) − 𝑃𝑉(𝑂𝐶) − 𝑃𝑉(𝐼𝐶)
𝐵𝐶𝑅 =

𝑃𝑉(𝐵 − 𝑂𝐶)
𝑃𝑉(𝐼𝐶)

Where:


𝑃𝑉(𝑋) is the present value of all future impact streams discounted at the real
discount rate;



𝐵 is the sum of the benefits;



𝑂𝐶 is the operating costs; and



𝐼𝐶 is the investment cost.
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Economic benefits

The economic benefits considered within this study include the following:


Additional tourism – the value of additional tourism to the Wagga Wagga LGA brought
about by the project



Additional event benefits – incremental benefits associated with increased event
attendance, overall revenue, and use of facilities



Sports participation – the value of increased participation in shooting due to the project.
This benefit is discussed but not quantified through the model.

Assumptions regarding these economic benefits are provided in section 4.1.3.
4.1.2

Rapid CBA model exclusions

While the rapid CBA model aims to measure material variation in relative benefits and costs,
given the limited timeframe, resources and availability of information, not all benefits/costs
relevant to the project have been measured and included.
4.1.3

Economic assumptions

The economic assessment was undertaken taking into account the following assumptions:


Project construction period – 2017 financial year to January 2018



Project operational from January 2018 (in time for DTL World Championships in March
2018)



The evaluation period is 25 years, from 2017 to 2041 financial year



A real discount rate of 7 per cent was applied to the analysis, with sensitivity tests
conducted with real discount rates respectively of 3 per cent and 10 per cent. A central real
discount rate of 7 per cent was utilised in the analysis as per NSW Treasury Guidelines for
Economic Appraisal.



All values represented in real 2016/2017 dollar terms (all values expressed in other dollar
terms were updated using the ABS CPI June 2016 data set)



Project capital costs, operating costs, and event costs/revenue were obtained from ACTA
budget estimates. It is assumed that no additional capital expenditure is committed under
the business as usual / base case



The financial model presents analysis for three shooting event types (International,
National, State) and two conference event types (400 people, 800 people). The following
assumptions were taken into account for each event type:
– Percentage of visitors (non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents) at each event – 90 per cent
(as obtained from ACTA);
– Number of events per year – obtained from ACTA World Championships 2018 National
Ground Development - National Strategy 2018, NSWCTA 2016 Blue Book and World
DTL Championship event rotations. Based on the current World DTL Championship
event hemisphere rotation and country location (Alternate North/South hemisphere
each two years, with Southern Hemisphere rotating between SA, NZ and AU), it was
assumed that Wagga Wagga as the national headquarters would host each Australian
event, equating to one event per 12 years.
– Total visitors per event – obtained from ACTA and the ACTA World Championships
2018 National Ground Development - National Strategy 2018
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– Length of time (nights) spent in Wagga Wagga per event – obtained from ACTA and
the ACTA World Championships 2018 National Ground Development - National
Strategy 2018
– Average visitor overnight spend in Wagga Wagga – obtained from ACTA, and
Business NSW Tourism spending figures
– Total revenue and total costs per event – estimate sourced from ACTA
– Total participants and hours of shooting activity per year– obtained from ACTA


It is assumed that the project will be completed in January 2018, in preparation for the
World DTL Championships to be held in March 2018. As such the majority of works will be
undertaken in the 2017 financial year. It is assumed that 67% of the budget will be spent in
the 2017 financial year, with remainder (33%) to be spent in 2018 financial year



The analysis assumes that the project will accrue benefits from January 2018 onward



As detailed by ACTA, there is no entry fee for spectators. Monetary revenue is received in
entries and sponsorships. ACTA distributes prizes.

4.1.4

Model inputs

Event inputs
A number of inputs were required to determine the benefits of additional tourism and attendance
at shooting and conference events. Table 4-1 presents the significant inputs/assumptions
utilised in the model.
Table 4-1 Event based inputs
Shooting event
Input

Conference

Case
International

National

State

400 people

800 people

Base

0

3

4

0

0

Project

08

3

4

4

2

Base

0

1800

N/A

0

0

Project

2200

2000

N/A

400

800

Base

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

event

Project

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

Nights spent in Wagga

Base

5

10

2

0

0

Project

5

10

2

3

3

Base

$180

$180

$180

$0

$0

Project

$180

$180

$180

$220

$220

Number of events per
year

Total visitors per event

Percentage of non-Wagga
Wagga LGA residents per

Wagga per event

Average overnight spend
per visitor

Sources: ACTA, ACTA National Ground Strategy 2018, Business Wagga Wagga, NSWCTA Blue Book

Based on current World DTL Championship event hemisphere rotation and country location (Alternate North/South
hemisphere each two years, with Southern Hemisphere rotating between SA, NZ and AU), it was assumed that Wagga hosts
each Australia event, equating to one event per 12 years.
8
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Event cost and revenue inputs
The costs and revenue associated with each event have been included within the model and
are based on historical figures. Table 4-2 presents these costs and revenue per event type.
Table 4-2 Event cost and revenue
Shooting event
Input

Conference

Case
International

Total costs per event

Base
Project

Total revenue per event

$126,850

Base
Project

National

State

$110,8459

$35,3239

$110,8459

$35,3239

400 people

800 people

$36,000

$72,000

$285,326
$245,000

$295,000

Source: ACTA

4.2

Project options

4.2.1

Base case

The base case for the project considers no additional capital expenditure at the precinct and
hence no significant upgrades are undertaken over the analysis period.
Under the base case no international events are currently held and there is no increase in the
number of National and State events or visitors associated with these events. There is no
increase in participants or hours of shooting competition per year. Maintenance costs are
assumed constant at $50,000 per annum.
4.2.2

Project case

The project case considers the preferred Stage 3 upgrade of the ACTA National Shooting
Ground for World Championships. Components of the upgrade include:


Olympic Discipline Traps



Required International standard stands and covers



Club House/National Administration block, with a restaurant, a 900 – seat conference
facility and integrated offices;



Roads and Drainage including sealed driveway and a sealed 55 space car park

The total upgrade has been budgeted at $6.1 million with maintenance of $80,000 per annum
once operational.
Under the project case it is assumed that one international event will be held at the venue every
12 years (as detailed in section 4.1.3) and that the conference centre will host four x 400 people
conferences and two x 800 people conferences per annum. ACTA noted that the number of
‘international’ style events (i.e. national and possibly international Grand Prix events) may rise
significantly with the new facility as Olympic discipline events are not currently held at the
precinct. The project case results in a higher number of visitors per event and a subsequent
increase in revenue per event. Total participants and shooting hours per year also increase
under this project case.

9

The cost varies with the size of the three events. This figure represents the average cost of an event.
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CBA results

This section presents the results of the cost benefit analysis for the ACTA Stage 3 site upgrade.
4.3.1

Costs

Capital and maintenance costs
The initial project capital cost incorporates the budgeted expenditure on all components of the
upgrade. These costs are sourced from the ACTA World Championships 2018 National Ground
Development Strategy. Annual maintenance cost (historical and future estimates) for the
precinct have been provided by ACTA.
Capital and maintenance costs of the base case and project case are presented in Table 4-3. It
is assumed that the capital costs are incurred in the 2017 and 2018 financial years, with
maintenance costs incurred annually.
Table 4-3 Capital and maintenance costs
Component

Case

Total Cost
(nominal)

Discounted Cost
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Capital cost

Base

$0

$0

$6,678,024

$6,532,397

$6,678,024

$6,532,397

Base

$1,250,000

$623,467

Project

$1,880,000

$880,164

$630,000

$256,697

Project
Net cost
Maintenance cost

Net cost
Source: ACTA, ACTA National Ground Strategy 2018

Operating costs (events)
Event operating costs were provided by ACTA, noting that the exact event cost varies with
event size. The information provided by ACTA on previous events was utilised to establish a
basis for ‘per event’ cost for each type of shooting and conference event. Table 4-4 presents
these costs.
Table 4-4 Event operating costs
Component

Case

Total Cost
(nominal)

Discounted Cost
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Per event costs

Base

$10,962,650

$5,467,878

Project

$17,326,591

$8,164,241

$6,363,941

$2,696,363

Net cost

Source: ACTA, ACTA National Ground Strategy 2018
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Benefits

Value of additional tourism
Benefits from additional tourism are driven by the enhanced ability of ACTA to host more
shooting events per year and to cater for an increased number of visitors at each event. A
higher number of visitors will result in more visitor nights of accommodation in Wagga Wagga
and an associated increase in tourism spending.
In addition to shooting events, the upgrade will enable ACTA to host conference events which
will provide a new source of tourism based spending into the local economy.
The benefits from additional tourism are summarised in Table 4-5.
Table 4-5 Benefits from additional tourism
Total Benefit
(nominal)

Discounted Benefit
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Component

Case

Value of additional
tourism (to Wagga
Wagga LGA)

Base

$218,700,000

$109,081,734

Project

$276,652,800

$130,257,443

$57,952,800

$21,175,710

Net cost

Source: ACTA, ACTA National Ground Strategy 2018, Business Wagga Wagga, NSWCTA Blue Book

Additional revenue
In addition to driving higher tourism expenditure in the local economy, additional events and
event capacity will also enable ACTA to receive increased revenue from each event. In
particular, the construction of the conference venue will unlock a new revenue stream for ACTA
and Wagga Wagga (as no facility currently exists with the proposed conference seating
capacity).
The benefits from additional revenue are detailed in Table 4-6.
Table 4-6 Benefits from additional revenue
Total Benefit
(nominal)

Discounted Benefit
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Component

Case

Additional revenue

Base

$21,399,450

$10,673,476

Project

$22,615,000

$11,365,999

$1,215,550

$692,523

Net cost
Source: ACTA

ACTA may also see an increase in revenue from current visitors, which would be in addition to
the benefits received from ‘new’ visitors (as a result of increased capacity and number of
events). For example, visitors may choose to spend their money in the new restaurant facility
instead of an establishment in the city. However, whilst this impacts the benefits to ACTA, it is
not captured within this CBA because it is essentially representative of a ‘transfer’, i.e. the visitor
either spends their money in the city (and contributes to the ‘additional tourism benefits’) or at
the new restaurant facility (and contributes to the ‘additional revenue benefit’).
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Value of sports participation
The value of sports participation incorporates the intangible value of activity to participants. In
general, there is an absence of contingent valuation studies on the value placed on sports,
although some studies have estimated this value based on time spent playing and training.
These estimates typically utilise a value of time, based on regulatory impact assessment
guidelines for ‘value of household time’, to calculate aggregated benefits. However, due to the
lack of a consensus on valuation of sports participation this benefit has been left unquantified in
the model.
Increased property values near development
There is evidence to suggest that sporting infrastructure redevelopments increase property
values in surrounding areas (Department of Sport and Recreation (Western Australia), 2012).
However, existing evidence and information is not sufficient to estimate a benefit for adjacent
properties, and as such this benefit remains unquantified in the model.
4.3.3

Results

The results of the rapid CBA are presented for both the NPV and BCR decision criteria for the
specified project option. The GHD results in Table 4-7 are the discounted costs/benefits in 2017
financial year dollars discounted at a rate of 7 per cent.
Table 4-7 Rapid CBA results
Component

Discounted Cost / Benefit
(7% discount rate)

Costs
Capital costs
Maintenance costs

$6,532,397
$256,697

Operating costs

$2,696,363

Net costs

$9,485,457

Value of additional tourism

$21,175,710

Benefits

Additional revenue

$692,523

Net benefits

$21,868,233

NPV

$12,382,775

BCR

2.31

Decision criteria

Overview
Based on the assumptions and approach outlined in the previous sections, the NPV for the
project case is $12.4 million, with a BCR of 2.31. From an economic perspective, the option
produces a BCR that is greater than 1.0, indicating that the benefits to the community outweigh
the costs to the community for the project.
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It is worth noting that the majority of benefits from the project (97%) are a direct result of
additional tourism spending in the Wagga Wagga LGA economy, and as such the assumptions
informing this benefit component are most influential in the calculation of the NPV and BCR
results.
Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis was performed to understand how a change in input variables affected the
NPV and BCR decision criteria results. Table 4-8 presents the input variables that were tested
by GHDthrough the sensitivity analysis and the results of the analysis. A summary of results is
provided below:
a.

Discount rate – The results show that the BCR is still greater than 1.0 at a 10% discount
rate, and as such project benefits outweigh costs.

b.

Percentage of non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents at events – The results show that if
the percentage of visitors at events is below 30.0% the BCR is below 1.0. In this situation
the project costs outweigh the benefits.

c.

Future maintenance costs – The results infer that a +/- 20% variance in maintenance
costs does not significantly impact the BCR.

d.

Conferences per year (i.e. one 400 and one 800-person conference) – If only one 400
and on 800-person conference are held per year, the BCR is reduced to 1.17. Although
project benefits still outweigh costs this is a large decrease in BCR and illustrates
importance of additional conferences to the project.

e.

Average visitor overnight spend in Wagga Wagga (% of assumed value) – Even if
average visitor spend is half of the initial assumptions, project benefits outweigh project
costs. However, the BCR is reduced from 2.31 to 1.19, indicating the importance of visitor
spend (and additional tourism spending) to the project.
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Table 4-8 Sensitivity test results
Sensitivity parameter

Discount rate

Percentage of non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents

Future maintenance costs (% of base value)

at events
Sensitivity value

3.00%

7.00%

10.00%

30.00%

50.00%

70.00%

80.00%

100.00%

120.00%

Net discounted costs

$11,328,212

$9,485,457

$8,629,771

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

$9,309,425

$9,485,457

$9,661,490

Net discounted benefits

$38,132,035

$21,868,233

$14,500,845

$7,751,093

$12,456,806

$17,162,520

$21,868,233

$21,868,233

$21,868,233

$37,206,813

$21,175,710

$13,917,373

$7,058,570

$11,764,283

$16,469,996

$21,175,710

$21,175,710

$21,175,710

$925,222

$692,523

$583,472

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

NPV

$26,803,823.5

$12,382,775.4

$5,871,074.1

-$1,734,364.3

$2,971,349.0

$7,677,062.2

$12,558,808.1

$12,382,775.4

$12,206,742.7

BCR

3.37

2.31

1.68

0.82

1.31

1.81

2.35

2.31

2.26

Value of additional tourism
Additional revenue

Sensitivity parameter

Conferences per year (i.e. one 400 and one 800

Average Visitor overnight spend in Wagga Wagga (% of assumed

person conference)

value)

Sensitivity value

1

2

3

50.00%

80.00%

100.00%

120.00%

Net discounted costs

$7,505,089

$8,693,310

$9,881,531

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

Net discounted benefits

$8,797,804

$16,640,061

$24,482,319

$11,280,378

$17,633,091

$21,868,233

$26,103,375

$8,105,281

$15,947,538

$23,789,795

$10,587,855

$16,940,568

$21,175,710

$25,410,851

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

NPV

$1,292,715

$7,946,751.2

$14,600,788

$1,794,920.6

$8,147,633.5

$12,382,775.4

$16,617,917.3

BCR

1.17

1.91

2.48

1.19

1.86

2.31

2.75

Value of additional tourism
Additional revenue
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Summary and Conclusion
The rapid CBA evaluated the proposed site upgrade at ACTA, incorporating Olympic Discipline
Traps, the required International standard stands and covers, a Club House/National
Administration block (with a restaurant, a 900 – seat conference facility and integrated offices),
and roads and drainage (including sealed driveway and sealed 55 space car park).
The analysis provided a net present value for the project case of $12,382,775 (at a 7 per cent
discount rate) and a BCR equal to 2.31. This indicated that the project benefits are greater than
the project costs, and that the project is economically viable at a 7 per cent discount rate, based
on the input assumptions. However, it was noted that the majority of project benefits (97%) were
derived from additional tourism-related spending, inferring that the project is underpinned, and is
contingent on, benefits to the local economy through additional spending resulting from
additional national and international visitors. The nature of this quantified benefit is contingent
with nature of the shooting sports and associated events attracting participants not only
nationally but also internationally. Furthermore: the successful hosting of medium and large
conferences would be reliant on national and international visitors to regional NSW in this
instance.
The sensitivity analysis provided insight into significant project input variables, specifically the
percentage of non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents at each event, the number of conferences per
year, and average visitor spend.
The proposed investment is justified considering:


Jobs creation: up to 91 FTE’s and 86 resident jobs;



Regional economic growth and social benefits;



Costs and quantified economic benefits;



A positive sensitivity analysis, and



International promotion of the City of Wagga Wagga, regional Australia and Australia as a
whole.
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Appendix A – Three dimensional rendering of target
shooting precinct Wagga Wagga
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Appendix B -Australian clay target Olympic
performance
During the recent Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games the Australian ACTA team had Catherine
Skinner take a Gold medal in the Women’s trap event after making the final in 6th place. This
continues Australia’s success at Olympic level joining dual Olympic gold medallist Michael
Diamond and Gold medallists Russell Mark, Adam Vella and Suzy Balogh. Adam Vella and
Desire Barnes also won bronze medals. Catherine is 24 years old and has just completed her
Degree in Chemical Engineering.

2016 Australian Gold medallist Catherine Skinner
James Willett, the number one ranked Double trap shooter from Corowa (NSW) shot an
Olympic record in making the final. At 20 years old James has a great future representing
Australia in the shooting Sport.

2016 Australian world champion James Willett
The ACTA team attended the 2016 World Down The Line Championships in Ireland, at the
completion of the event Australia had no less than three world champions.
The Open World Champions is Matt Schiller from Boorowa (NSW), Ladies World Champion,
Laura Woolley , Victoria and Veterans World Champion Daryl Stevens, Queensland.
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Australia’s World Junior Team won the 2016 Junior Teams event with our Ladies and Veterans
Teams also winning their World Teams events.
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Appendix C – Example of Event Impact Calculation
Methodology
The methodology below outlines the typical steps (with typical example screenshots) taken to
conduct the input-output analysis for the various ACTA events:
Selection of Local Government Area/Council – for the relevant region

Access the EIC – and enter the following data for each event to be analysed:


Event name



Type of event



Significance of event



Start date



Length of event (days)



Est. attendance per day



Est. average spend ($)



Event total spend ($)
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View results – The EIC takes these inputs and utilises the NIEIR modelled series data source
to produce the Event Impact Summary with the direct, industrial and consumption impact for the
following metrics:


Output ($)



Value-added ($)



Wages & salaries ($)



Full Time Employment (annual FTE)



Resident Jobs (annual FTE)

View reports – The EIC also produces a text report on each of the output metrics based on the
Event Impact Summary
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Appendix D – Memorandum – Non-Shooting Events
5.1

Purpose

The purpose of this memorandum is To clarify certain material presented within the revised
Business Plan and to identify and clarify the benefits to NSW resulting from the new
development.
The objective of this document is to identify and clarify the benefits to NSW resulting from the
new development, in order to justify the cost benefit analysis undertaken.

5.2

Benefits for NSW

5.2.1

Clarification of Business Plan

The Business Plan identified a range of state-wide benefits that revolved around the influx of
interstate and international tourists. The primary driver for these benefits is the potential to host
new conference style events and business opportunities which previously were unable to be
held in Wagga Wagga due to lack of a suitable venue.
5.2.2

Conference Facility

Provision of a conference facility at the National Shooting Ground (Wagga Wagga) is a key
component of the overarching ACTA World Championships 2018 National Ground Development
(Strategy). The conference facility is intended to incorporate Club House/Hall of Fame/ Events
and National Office.
Numerous stakeholders including local government, state government, and major visitation
bodies, have identified the need for a major conference facility (non-shooting) within the
Riverina region. Wagga Wagga is the largest NSW inland city, and location of conference facility
on this under-utilised land within proximity to hotels/motels addresses this need in addition to
achieving government objectives such as promotion of regional development.
From previous discussions with ACTA, it was estimated that the facility would accommodate 4 x
400 people conferences and 2 x 800 people conferences per annum, once constructed. In
addition, based on market testing of the potential facility – with confirmed bookings to date
(based on the prospect of the business case proposal) 4 x banquet/conference events are
expected with more than 400 guests each for 2018. This is shown in Table 9 below:
Table 9 Conferences per annum
Benefit / Cost Stream
Number of Events per
year
Conference event
5.2.3

Base Case
(business as usual)

Project Case (with
upgrade)

400 people

0

4

800 people

0

2

Business opportunities

This primary driver behind the expected increase in conference / banquet style events after the
construction of the ACTA facility is due to the current supply constraint of major conference
facilities in the Riverina. This is evidenced by four advanced bookings already for 2018, and
information provided by Tourism arm of Local Council. The ACTA Executive Officer has stated
that he had met with the Tourism arm of Wagga Wagga City Council (WWCC) whom advised
that they continually have had to decline business opportunities, as there is no suitable venue
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available. This includes conferences, social activities and banqueting events for the numbers
proposed in the business case and table above. The ACTA conference facility is also expected
to provide new business opportunities for the region due to the design incorporating a large
conference capacity in addition to banquet facilities.
5.2.4

Base Case

The cost benefit analysis undertaken in the revised Business Plan considers a base case and
project case as outlined in Table 9. The base case considers the Business As Usual (BAU) for
ACTA and ACTA’s facilities and as such, it was assumed that zero conferences occurred in the
base case.
For broader Wagga Wagga, the events coordination team in WWCC was requested to provide
information on conferences held in the city and confirmed conference bookings (for 2018) to
ascertain whether organisations would have booked in Wagga Wagga or elsewhere in the BAU
case.
Furthermore, conference events that could be hosted at the ACTA facility (when complete), and
any events the city of Wagga was unable to host in the past (due to the lack of presence of a
suitable venue) was also requested. The feedback obtained is provided in Table 10 below:
Table 10 Potential Conference Style Events
Organisation

Event

Feedback

Source

Country
Women’s
Association
(CWA)

National
Conference
2019

Have approached ACTA about hosting
the National Conference new conference
facilities when constructed. Currently, the
event is unable to be held in Wagga
Wagga, as there is no suitable venue
available.

ACTA

Royal
Australian Air
Force (RAAF)

National
Functions,
Reunions &
Graduation
Banquets

State parliamentary member Daryl
Maguire has approached ACTA with the
possibility of hosting various RAAF
functions at the ACTA conference
facilities when constructed. Currently, any
functions listed are unable to be held in
Wagga Wagga, as there is no suitable
venue available.

ACTA

APEX Service
Club

Conference
Function

Have approached ACTA about hosting
the National Conference in the ACTA
conference facilities when constructed.
Currently, the event is unable to be held in
Wagga Wagga, as there is no suitable
venue available

ACTA

Lamb Industry

LambEX
(National
Exhibition)

An exhibition and industry showcase with
900 delegates and 60-70 exhibitors which
host between holding the exhibition in
metro and rural locations. The existing
conference facilities in Wagga Wagga do
not meet the requirements to host an
event of this scale.

Events
Coordination
/ Tourism
Branch WWCC

Artlands
Festival

Festival /
Conference

The existing conference facilities in
Wagga Wagga do not meet the
requirements to host the event.

Events
Coordination
/ Tourism
Branch WWCC
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Organisation

Event

Feedback

Source

Country
Energy

Conference

Held their conference at the Wagga
Wagga showgrounds and invested
significant resources on essential
infrastructure needed to successfully run
the event. The existing conference
facilities in Wagga Wagga do not meet
their requirements.

Events
Coordination
/ Tourism
Branch WWCC

Local
Government
NSW

Annual
Conference,
Water
Management
Conference,
Human
Resources
Conference,
Tourism
Conference,

Existing conference facilities in Wagga
Wagga do not meet their requirements.

Events
Coordination
/ Tourism
Branch WWCC

Australian
Local
Government
Women’s
Association

Conference

Existing conference facilities in Wagga
Wagga do not meet their requirements.

Events
Coordination
/ Tourism
Branch WWCC

Source: Wagga Wagga City Council, ACTA
In addition, the Events Coordination Team in WWCC have advised that they are unaware of a
significant number of national and international events which Wagga Wagga is overlooked for.
This is because these larger events are processed through Business Events Sydney, which
have extensive knowledge of the existing facilities in Wagga Wagga. Typically, Business Events
Sydney would assess the suitability of any business opportunity and/or potential event for
Wagga Wagga based on the capacity of current facilities available.
It should be noted that preliminary discussions have been undertaken between ACTA and a
private developer concerning the future construction of a Motel near existing ACTA facilities.
This Motel would serve to provide accommodation for interstate and international visitors /
travellers attending any large conference event held at the new ACTA facility when complete.
5.2.5

International travellers (Z%)

As described in Table 9, the new conference facility is expected to host 4 x 400 people
conferences and 2 x 800 people conferences per annum, once constructed. Of those attending
the conferences, the total international visitors were calculated in order to signify benefits to the
state of NSW.
Based on Destination NSW statistics for the Riverina regional travel, we can estimate that the
percentage of international travellers to business/conference events to be equal to 20.33%
(based on international business traveller nights as a proxy). This is outlined in Table 11 and
Table 12 below:
Table 11 Total visitation (Riverina)
Total Nights Travel

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Domestic nights

1,830

2,523

2,724

2,044

3,235

International nights

644

561

573

623

648
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Total Nights Travel

2012

Business visitors / Total visitors

27.30%

2013

2014

2015

2016

Source: Destination NSW
Table 12 Business visitation (Riverina)
Business Nights Travel

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Domestic nights

500

689

744

558

883

International nights

176

153

156

170

177

Total Business Nights

675

842

900

728

1,060

International % of business nights

26.03%

18.19%

17.38%

23.36%

16.69%

International % (five year) average

20.33%

Source: Destination NSW
5.2.6

Sensitivity analysis – National events

Table 16 and Table 17 present a sensitivity analysis of the non-NSW travellers (interstate plus
international) expected at events held at the conference facility per annum. The assumptions
underpinning the analysis are presented in Table 15.
It is anticipated that approximately one-half of the conference events listed in Table 10 will be
hosted per annum at the new ACTA conference facility when complete. The sensitivity analysis
has been provided depicting the additional number of visitors per annum attracted to the region
due to National events held at the ACTA conference facility (when complete).
Table 15 Traveller distribution assumptions
Distribution of travellers

Lower

Middle

Upper

International

20.3%

20.3%

20.3%

Interstate

29.7%

44.7%

54.7%

Local visitors

50.0%

35.0%

25.0%

Total

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Percentage

Table 16 Sensitivity analysis – international
Breakdown of travellers

Lower

Middle

Upper

Persons (per annum)
3,000

610

610

610

5,000

1,017

1,017

1,017

11,000

2,236

2,236

2,236
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Table 17 Sensitivity analysis – interstate
Breakdown of travellers

Lower

Middle

Upper

Persons (per annum)
3,000

890

1,340

1,640

5,000

1,484

2,234

2,734

11,000

3,264

4,914

6,014

5.2.7

Increase in participation for existing & future conferences

To analyse the impact of a new facility on conference participation within a region or state, a
post-implementation performance analysis (of similar facilities) would typically be utilised.
However, due to the lack of operational analyses of conference facilities in the public domain, it
is difficult to draw a meaningful conclusion regarding impact of similar conference facilities.
Currently, it is only possible to elicit this information through consultation with the local business
that have booked conferences for 2018 (i.e. where else they would have booked otherwise
etc.), or with local governments who have recently constructed major conference facilities. This
information was not available within the public domain in the short timeframe for this report.
As stated previously, the lack of major conference facilities in Riverina is a major supply
constraint as evidenced by Local Council repeatedly declining business opportunities for the
region due to lack of suitably sized conference facilities. In addition, the four advanced bookings
for 2018 (for the proposed facility) suggests that there is market demand for the facility
proposed by ACTA.
It should be stated that any further detail regarding international / interstate visitation to
conference facilities would require additional, and more extensive, research and discussion.
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